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Culturally based stereotypes are a pervasive force behind quick

judgments about behavior, intent, and beliefs which allow individuals to interact

efficiently to meet their own goals. Gender stereotypes are present in marketing

media and servicescapes, where they define the behavior, needs, and wants of

shoppers. The literature on consumer behavior and marketing does not

adequately deal with the pervasiveness of gender stereotypes. Previous research

focuses attention on men's behavior in women's traditional shopping

environments. In my research I examined variations in women's and men's

behaviors to test assumptions about traditional hunter-gatherer roles that appear

in consumer literature. I explored stereotypes associated with television

servicescapes using in-depth interviews with ten customers and eight

salespeople, a survey often shoppers, and description of eight messages

advertising televisions. I then used thematic analysis to identify patterns across

participants and messages.

Customers, salespeople, and marketers rely on outdated stereotypes of

each other to make sense the shopping-sales experience. Stereotypes are evident
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in overtly gendered marketing material which turns a blind eye to a possible

market niche for women. They are also manifested in potentially alienating

experiences on the sales floor where customers and salespeople interact in what

Goffman (1969:100) calls "strategic interactions". Power and control are an

issue on the sales floor as customers attempt to make autonomous decisions, and

salespeople attempt to offer information and support. Salespeople believe they

are "buddies" for customers and lump customers into categories based on gender

and age. Customers believe that salespeople will be either "helpful" or "pushy"

with the latter trying to sell you something you do not need or want. By altering

the behaviors and attitudes that communicate the pushy stereotype to customers,

salespeople can begin to reduce the struggle for power and control. Outdated

stereotypes of hunters and gathers and gendered products will not meet the

needs of a changing population. Emic perspectives of the servicescape highlight

avenues for improvement that are generated by the people who experience

frustration and alienation during the shopping experience.
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Of Stereotypes and Strategies: Emic Perspectives of Shopping in a Television
Servicescape

1 Introduction.
My study is a search for the ernie, or inside view, of consumer actions, values,

goals, and complex beliefs that mold and shape the purchase experience. My intention

is to develop a holistic perspective of the television shopping experience that will

incorporate perceptions of customers and salespeople, as they interact against the

backdrop of cultural stereotypes. I am also interested in looking at the strategies that

customers employ to complete their purchases, as well as interactions that occur during

the shopping experience (Assael 1998:10-12). I will use an ethnographic approach to

consumer behavior that seeks to grasp "the knowledge people use to generate behavior

and interpret experience", which in this case is the shopping experience (McCurdy

1997:14). David McCurdy (2000) once said, the "greatest enemy of good ethnograpby

is the preconceived notion", and by presenting the participant's perspective it is my

hope to overcome this barrier.

The purpose of my research is to examine ideas ofconsumer behavior along

with ideas of stereotypes. Gefting to the participant experience can reveal a range of

issues that relate to both culture and consumption. McCracken (1988) explains that

consumption "is the processes at work when consumer goods are created, bought, and

used, and understanding consumption is important to understanding culture." I have

chosen to look at television customers and television department salespeople. This

project stems from work I conducted during my nine-month internship with IBM at the

Ti Watson Research Center where I was involved in a consumer behavior project that

relied on qualitative methods to collect rich data that will be included in a forthcoming
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ethnography. The idea for this study originates from preliminary data collected during

my internship. I observed a discrepancy between gender stereotypes and customer

experiences, and was eager to explore these ideas further. Unfortunately, due to

constraints of a binding confidentiality contract, I was unable to use data collected

during the internship for my personal project. I have struck out on my own, relying on

my observation that stereotypes do not accurately characterize consumers. I declare

that information found herein does not compromise data, analysis, or intellectual

property of IBM per my confidentiality agreement.

Consumer perspectives are important to my research, but I understand that they

exist as part of a larger more complex web of cultural interactions and ideas. Cultural

groups can exert coercive force through collective norms and values that shape an

understanding of appropriate and inappropriate modes of behaving (Assael 1998:548).

One method for transmitting group norms is through stereotypes that help to reinforce

not only a picture of the world, but allow cultural actors to lump people, objects, and

ideas into easily distinguishable categories defined by cultural norms (Schneider

2004:439-441). Stereotypes, in essence, are "evaluations" of people and things within

culture, but should not be taken as fact or experience (Kessler and McKenna 1978:12).

Everything falls under the stereotypic eye, including the appraisal of "interests,

activities, and personal traits" (Kessler and McKenna 1978:12).

One common set of stereotypes concern gender, and what is appropriate

behavior for men and women within the culture. Gender stereotypes are ubiquitous,

and find their reiteration in the public sphere through popular culture as they

"perpetuate particular definitions of gender roles and relationships" (Shields 2002:x).



Consumers are faced with these stereotypes that construct a cultural template for

appropriate actions.

One means of transmission of stereotypes is marketing and advertising. Jn

marketing, products are "positioned to deliver a set of benefits to a defined segment of

consumers", and advertising works to "communicate symbols and images that show

how the brand delivers benefits (and) create a favorable attitude toward the brand"

(Assael 1998:7-8). Ads display cultural images and in turn are an open forum for

stereotypes communication and decimation. Richard Pollay (1986) finds that

While it may be true that advertising reflects cultural values, it does so on a very
selective basis, echoing and reinforcing certain attitudes, behaviors and values
far more frequently than others (33).

Ads provide a "prescription for how we should look and be looked at, and how we

should feel and be made to feel, and how we should act" (Shields 2002:x). Gender, in

advertising, is "reproduced and assigned according to actions and behaviors", and

stereotypes help to shape and reshape gender perceptions (Shields 2002 :69).

Stereotypes appear in advertising "aflirming one set of values" and reproducing those

values for customer consumption (Shields 2002:69).

What my information should and does reflect is the application of

anthropological methods to understand what I perceive as the gap between customer

experience and stereotypical presentation. My goal is to look at differences and

similarities in television shopping experience based on gender, age, and store

environment. The purpose of this thesis is to describe customer experiences in the store

and use these observations to analyze the nature of experiences based on misperceptions

and stereotypes. I rely on my background in etlmography to help me "seek out the
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insider's viewpoint" and learn "the acquired knowledge people use to interpret

experience and generate behavior" during the television shopping experience (Spradley).

I will refer to store space as the "servicescape" which encompasses the wider television

environment within the stores as well as ideas of gender, class and culture (Sherry

1998:4). The idea of the servicescape was first developed by Mary J0 Bitner (1992) in

an attempt to understand "the role of physical surroundings in the consumption settings"

(57). Servicescapes combine "setting, landscape, ritual, routine, other people, personal

experiences", and are the major focus of my observations and research (Reiph 1976:29).

My intent is to understand how customer experiences are shaped in the servicescape by

the behavior of salespeople and cultural stereotypes which they share with the larger

society.
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2 Literature Review.

Shopping Stereotypes.

Shopping has "long been associated with the domestic sphere. . . regarded as a feminine

activity" (Otnes and McGrath 2001: 111). Even Barbie was in on the act, as she helped

to "push shopping as a pleasurable and natural role for women" (Varney 2002:155).

Women are said to "find shopping a combination of art and romance," while men are

painted as the classic hunters literally "stalking" their purchases, and only winning if

that purchase is "killed" or acquired (Segell and Leclere 1998:102;Otnes and Mcgrath

200 1: 111).

Women act like women, men act like men, and deviation from these norms is not up for

debate according to ideas like the interplanetary theory (Kimmel 2000:12). Some even

go as far as to claim, "the real difference left between men and women is that women

shop and men don't" (Herrmann 2002:114). Yet, men are customers, and they engage

in this activity without being labeled feminine.

Channels for shopping exist for men, where they not only participate but even

enjoy the experience without being too womanly. The reality presented is that men are

shopping, albeit reluctantly for some products, and with gusto for others. Literature

suggests that the kinds of products men and women enjoy shopping for are quite

different. Media messages instruct customers as to what goods they must feel

comfortable purchasing. Women, in general, are interested in clothes and shoes while

their snips and snails counterparts take great enjoyment in the so called "toys for boys"

(Underhill 1999:125). Men's products include "alcoholic beverages, cars, and

electronics" (Otnes and McGrath 2001:112). Men take "pride" in such goods as "cars,



tools, boats... and computers", while women enjoy the "impermanent world" or

"cooking a meal or decorating a cake" (Underhill 1999:126).

Women can find their own goodies in magazines like Lucky, where the main

goal is to provide lots of "stuff to buy", including women's fashion and accessories

(Anonymous 2003:1). The same magazine has created a man's version which many

think would only survive with a heavy reliance on "hardware, tools, and electronics

gadgets" playing up the boys' toys idea (Anonymous 2003:1). The message says it is

all right for men to enjoy these products and in turn, shop for them. These ideas are

ubiquitous, found in comments like "women may not always understand why men like

looking at the latest in televisions or cars-especially when theirs are working just fine"

(Gonzalez 2002:1).

Even a popular columnist lends his voice to this issue. His satiric article, "Why

bigger is always better," highlights the consumer needs of a "true man" (Barry 2004:1).

Men who don't belong to the cult of technophiles are not real men. The author plays up

the contrast of manly men and guys who are more feminine. "You may be the kind of

man who's perfectly happy with the size of his current diagonal. . . Goodluck at the

national floral arrangement championships" (Barry 2004:1). In this quote the notions of

masculinity are wrapped up in technology and the constant need to improve. Men like

gadgets, he seems to be saying, or they cannot really be manly men. At the same time,

the author warns against the "Negative Nelly" who "always tries to hold you back when

you have a visionary household idea. The instant you tell her you need a new TV, she's

going to start coming up with nitpicky legalistic arguments like 'we're broke"... (Barry

2004: 1).
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All in all, the author suggests subverting the Negative Nelly by "smashing your TV

with a brick" while she sleeps, and then buying a new and larger television so she

"won't miss Oprah" or Hugh Grant movies (Barry 2004:1). Oprah, a symbol of

womanhood appears as a sure deal breaker. Granted, this is a very tongue in check

example but it helps to demonstrate the underlying theme: men as part of their

masculinity want not only new televisions but also big televisions, and women will

stand in their way.

The quandary arises that while the "most common home based activity for men

and women is TV watching" women are still not seen as purchasers of televisions

(Green 2001:183). In fact, men are seen as being technologically competent while

products that were once seen as technological quickly get categorized as something else

if they are "predominantly used by women" (Lohan 2001:190). Carroll Pursell (1998)

decries that "technology is so obviously masculine that it hardly seems worth making

the point" (118). Yet, the point needs to be made that technology is not a gendered

good, no matter bow it is portrayed.

Examples of the belief that a television is a male product can be found in

marketing media, popular fiction, and on television, An analysis follows in this thesis,

but for now I will start by discussing television ads. Maureen Murphy, a columnist,

finds that "American women can only be wives at Circuit City;" in television

commercials "women are ignored completely or reduced to opinionless, sweater clad

companions to their wallet clad husbands" (2002:1). In another example, an author

creates an interesting situation that highlights this issue. A young single mother moves

to a small New England conservative town and struggles to convince the community



that she is indeed married to an often-absent spouse. Given her plight she tries to create

a setting that would scream male, shoes laying about the house, an extra large raincoat,

and a brand new very large, state of the art television (Elaine Fox 2004 :228). Both

speak to the issue that images of men's products are not only visible, but are accepted

on subconscious levels unless the reader is actively looking for them.

Another interesting aspect of the stereotype discussion is the nature of the

decision-maker, and whether or not shopping occurs alone or in tandem. In family

decision-making discussions, research has shown that spouses have dominant influence

in deciding certain products more than others, with room for both autonomous and joint

decisions (Davis and Rigaux 1974:579). Marketers tailor messages appropriately to

reach the decision maker (Assael 1998:580). Television, according to market

researchers Putnam and Davidson (1987), lies in the realm ofjoint decisions where

marketers "tailor messages for a couple and must select media that are likely to reach

both spouses" (Assael 1998:580). The Circuit City ad shows a scene where a male

spouse is the major shopper and decides on which product to buy, while the female

spouse is on the edges of the decision. Women, as in the Barry example, are the

gatekeepers to products, bound to be the "Negative Nelly" who will not let men shop.

Women are either not in the store, not in the department, or not interested. Based on

preliminary research, I observed that women shop for televisions, and that both men and

women make purchase decisions for televisions. It will be interesting to see how this

plays out within the customer environment.

The standard message is clear that women shop for their stuff, including

groceries, things for the house, shoes, clothes and appliances, while men stick to their



aisles filled with stereos, cars, and all things gadgetry. According to Martin Kimmel,

Professor of Sociology (2000), women are social creatures, far removed from the

technically competent world (11). Granted, deviants exist in any society, including

women who "like our technology just as much as men" and men who do not become

twitchy at the thought of grocery shopping (Murphy 2002:1; Segell and Leclerc

1998: 102).

Gender shopping stereotypes have also been discussed as part of the hunting and

gathering tradition, Paco Underhill (1999), chief executive of a retail consulting firm

and author of the popular culture discussion of shopping entitled Why We Buy, observes

that the "nature over nurture types posit the prehistoric role of women as home bound

gatherers of roots, nuts and berries, rather than roaming hunters of wooly mammoths

proves a biological inclination toward skiliftul shopping" (114). Men are "loose

cannons" "who walk through impatiently.. .pick something up and are ready to buy",

while women are inclined to "examine the merchandise.., interact with the sales

staff. . . ask questions" and so on (Underhill 1999:98). For Underhill and other

researchers shopping behavior depends on the gender of the customer and product or

servicescape. Women will shop like women, i.e. browse and "invest time" in their

gendered space, while men will kill, stalk, and practice "quick hit shopping" in female

spaces (Anonymous 2003 :L06). Men "penetrate the game preserve, stalk and bag our

quarry and sneak out fast", while women "methodically troll through the aisles" (Segell

and Leclerc 1998:102).

Researchers have found that established gender behavior switch in servicescapes

that contain men's products. Underhill (1999) observed that men in computer stores
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"wander in out of curiosity" or venture in on "information gathering forays" (126).

Women, in the lairs of the masculine, are "purposeful, impossible to distract while they

look for what they need" (Underhill 1999:126). Women will quickly locate a product

and kill it in a man's servicescape, while men will browse and gather information and

interact with products.

Underhill noted that stereotypical male servicescapes have taken steps to entice

female shoppers who relied on their husbands to purchase stereotypical male products

(114). Underhill suggests that masculine items like computers can be "sold like

refrigerators instead of scientific instruments", with an emphasis on "ease of use" and

"color" options versus technological components (126). Women, in other words, are

not interested in the gadgets that make up products, but want to "learn what they need to

know to use the damn thing" hinting at their frustration and dislike for technological

products. Underhill suggests that all of this information should come from a

salesperson who is "responsible for educating customer and answering questions.

These alterations, in Underhill 's estimation, will encourage women shoppers to act like

women shoppers within male servicescapes (Underhill 1999:126).

Underhill and others do not offer specific examples of women's behavior in

men's servicescapes, but craft general observations highlighting that women avoid such

places. Researchers have started to focus on men's behaviors within female

servicescapes, in order to shed light on their stereotypical behavior. Otnes and McGrath

(2001), marketing researchers, comment on male shopping behaviors, finding that men

"shop pragmatically and deliberately in order to fulfill one of the most pervasive tenets

of the masculine ideal: achievement" (122). Their research shows that men "seem to
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view shopping as competition, and try to defeat retailers who reap profits from high

markups" (Otnes and McGrath 2001:123). This achievement includes a "desire to beat

the marketplace" and when this desire cannot be met, "shopping can prove frustrating"

(Otnes and McGrath 2001:123). For men, Otnes and McGrath (2001) agree that the

goal is "shop to win", regardless of the gender stereotypes of the product or

servicescape (124).

Stereotypes in GeneraL

Stereotypes have existed in all cultures and will continue to do so. Stereotypes

are beliefs within culture that shape not only the understanding of the world, but also

the ways in which people behave "appropriately" within that culture. Ideas concerning

the individualistic nature of Americans is one example of a well known cultural

stereotype (Assael 1998:466) Stereotypes involve the transfer of information about

different aspects of life, including separating male and female, and lump all those

deemed as male in one corner and all those as female in another (Schneider 2004:439-

443,451). These categories are filled with ideas that define what gender means and

more importantly what behavior is appropriate for men and women. In essence,

stereotypes are nothing more than "evaluations" of people and things within a culture,

and should not be taken as fact or experience (Kessler and McKenna 1978:12).

Everything falls under the stereotypic eye, including the appropriate appraisal of

"interests, activities, and personal traits" (Kessler and McKenna 1978:12). Gender

attributes, or rules and beliefs that color social behavior, stern from "socially shared

ideas" (Kessler and McKenna 1978: 145, 92). These ideas are supported and passed to

new members of society, giving them power and longevity. Gender stereotypes and
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find their reiteration in advertising and marketing media as they "perpetuate particular

definitions of gender roles and relationships" (Shields 2002: x).

Advertising displays cultural images and in turn is an open forum for stereotypic

communication and decimation. Advertising, marketing researcher Richard Pollay

suggests (1986), "provides us with the vocabulary: a set of words and the concepts they

express which we structure our perceptions and judgments defining in large how

"reality" is conceived" (907). Vickie Rutledge Shields (2002), professor of

telecommunications and women's studies at Bowling Green State University, finds that

its role is "providing a prescription for how we should look and be looked at, how we

should feel and be made to feel, and how we should act" (x). Advertisements "frame

meaning", by providing small digestible snippets of the way in which the world is

comprehended. Advertising reproduces socially accepted modes of behavior, and

communicates this idea to the larger populace (Goldman 1992:intro) All of this needs

to be couched in the warning that advertising is a "selected view of reality" and to make

sweeping statements that this is reality would be fraught with disaster (Shields 2002:69).

Richard Pollay (1986) warns, "Ads can reinforce stereotypes for not just the sexes, but

also races, ages, occupations, family relations, etc" (28). This selected view of reality

entices consumer to go along with a story or "to consume myth in order to buy a

product" (Niblock 2001:300).

Customers also have the power to interpret those ads. It should be noted that in

no way is advertising an all-powerfiul force that exists without interaction from

consumers. Grant McCracken (1998) finds that "advertising is an instrument of change

and an instrument of continuity" (137). The consumer interprets ads against known
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culture values and beliefs, and acceptance of all messages is not a sure thing. Pollay

(1986) warns that advertising is not an all encompassing dark force, "corrupting an

otherwise innocent and perfect culture" as "advertising is clearly not alone in its attempt

to influence our thinking and behavior" (31). One view of advertising is that it is" a

mirror that only reflects and exposes existing cultural values and behaviors" (Pollay

1986:32). The reality is that stereotypes exist in advertising, and gender is "reproduced

and assigned according to actions and behavior" which all plays out in a quick fifteen-

second block (Shields 2002:69). I build on Pollay's discussion of advertising images

based on stereotypes for my discussion.

Scholars have raised the bar for advertising decrying the fact that "stereotyping

of women is debilitating, demeaning and continues to be inaccurate" (Laziers and

Kendrick 1993 :20 1). It should be noted that while some feel that "women are still not

seen as the decision makers for major purchases", marketing research shows that a

television is a "joint purchase" where both spouses share the purchase decision (Shields

1993:17) (Assael 1999:580).

The potential for perpetuating gender stereotypes of technology through

advertising is additionally influenced due to the fact that men and women react to

advertising differently. Shields (1993:28) found that most men feel they are "unaffected

by advertising", while women feel that advertising "especially messages of gender

identity and gender relations" had an "immense influence on how they see themselves,

how they behave and how they purchase" (1993:28). Gender identity communicates the

behaviors and interests that are considered appropriate for women, while images of

gender relations describe the appropriate ways men and women should interact.
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Advertising images of men in electronics departments can help to reinforce the clear

message that women do not belong in these areas. Stereotypes provide the messages

and images found in advertising material; the goal of this research is to find the

experiences and perceptions that lie beneath them. Ethnographic research is the key to

understand the emic perspective in the both the business world and consumer world.

Ethnography and Business.
Other business anthropologists have taken up the task of giving a voice to

consumer populations. In fact, many find the application of ethnographic methods to be

a necessity for understanding the world of the consumer. Ethnographic studies of

consumers and the consuming world help to craft a holistic picture that moves

discussions beyond demographics, and into the real nature of shoppers. Rita Denny

(2002) relies on her ethnographic skills in "decoding the meaning of brands, bringing

customers and service to life as cultural beings, understanding the role of products,

brands or services in the context of everyday life, where meaning is produced and

consumed."

Grant McCracken uses ethnographic methods to study consumption and how it

helps create and reflect "concepts of self and the world" (1988:126-127). His studies

reveal the symbolic nature of products, and how in turn consumers use products to

communicate identity and values (McCracken 1988, Jordan 2003:67). Consumption

allows people to express themselves in the context of culture; by understanding how

products are used one can also begin to understand the people who use them.

Daniel Miller looked at consumers and the people they shop with in a discussion

of the "Dialectics of Kinship". Miller (2001) uses ethnographic methods including
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observations and intensive interviews, to study shopping. He discovered that he could

"reveal a great deal about the core of relationships we live with and live by" (56).

Miller's work reveals how the process of shopping and the goods involved can reflect

cultural values and ideas of family and family relationships.

Products also help to reveal information about a unique element of the larger

culture. McAlexander and Schouten (1995) offer insight into the "subcultures of

consumption" which they define as "distinctive subgroup of society that self-selects on

the basis of a shared commitment to a particular products class, brand, or consumption

characteristic." McAlexander and Schouten's work not only provides an understanding

of the Harley subculture that can be used by marketers and designers when

communicating company goals, but also offers insight into the ethos of this particular

culture as it interacts within a wider cultural framework.

Ethnographic methods when used to examine the ernie consumer perspective

can produce rich data that can be used to not only to draft appropriate advertisements

and marketing messages, but also to provide insight into cultural phenomena such as

kinship patterns and subculture values. This information can be used in product design,

as is the focus of Susan Squires' (2002) work on breakfast foods. Squires observed

morning family activities, and juxtaposed results with information she gathered through

in-depth interviews with family members, especially mothers. Squires' goal was to

collect information on nutritional patterns and morning breakfast habits. Participants

described important values that were not apparent in mere observation of the morning

ritual, such as the importance of a healthy breakfast. Squires (2002) used these themes

that had developed through the research in her suggestions for new product design.
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Squires finds that "the role of research. . . is to discover and draw out design implications

of real cultural phenomena", which involves an understanding of the cultural

perspectives in order to insure "culturally driven design" (2002:103).

Roger Chen's (1994) thesis looked at the ways in which advertising could

encourage a market niche to literally "Just Do It". Chen's research found that Nike

opened the doors for women to be athletes and participate in the athletic world on their

own terms with support in the slogan "Just Do It". By crafting a campaign that spoke to

a specific market niche, Nike was able to not only promote women's sports, but also

open the doors for lucrative sales.

Ernie information has been used to not only provide information about values

and goals of consumers, but also to create products that will meet their needs in a

culturally appropriate way. My interest is in using ethnographic methods to understand

how consumer experiences vary from larger cultural stereotypes, and how their

perceptions interact with those of salespeople within the servicescape. Once this

information has been collected it can be applied in ways to better meet the needs of

consumers.

I am interested in presenting both sides of the story, involving both genders.

Women and men's responses are equally important, as they help to explain different

aspects of the consumer world. Consumers in American culture might have different

experiences when shopping that highlight gender variations or stereotypes associated

with shopping for televisions. I will strive to bring to light shoppers' own words, ideas,

and needs and challenge common stereotypes and unsupported assumptions.
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Interactions in the Servicescape.

Michael Solomon notes that "68% of customers stop purchasing a product or

service due to dissatisfaction with an employee" (1998:85). As interactions between

salespeople and customers are an important aspect of the shopping experience, I will

use Ewing Goffman's work to help add insight to the nature of in-store interactions.

Ewing Goffman (1969) defines strategic interactions as encounters where "two or more

parties must find themselves in a well structured situation where every possible move

carries fateful implications" (100). Part of an interaction involves sizing up the intent of

the other. For Goffman (1969), "intentionality separates the everyday from the

powerful interactions where control is implicit" (1980:104). Strategic interactions are

different from routine daily interactions in that they involve ideas of intent, control, and

power. Ideas of strategic interactions are important to my research as they can be seen

in the encounters between salespeople and consumers in the servicescape.

One aspect of strategic interaction is the knowledge that "courses of action will

be made in light of one's thoughts about the other's thoughts about one's self'

(Goffhan 1969:100). Actors participating in the interaction are concerned with how

they are seen, and are wary of how these perceptions will influence the behavior of

others, as well as their ability to act. Actors are interested and intent on reaching their

own goals and outcomes. Strategic interactions are based on intent, which according to

Rogers explanation of Goffman, is not only "an awareness of preferred outcomes but

also a calculated selection of certain modes of behavior as a means of achieving

outcomes" (Rogers 1980:103). Actors are intent on achieving their specific goals, and

will employ power, control and their perceptions of the other in order to reach their

preferred outcomes.
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Power and control are crucial features of these interactions. Control, according

to Goffinan, is a dual function action that is a "process and effect" (Goffinan 1961:38).

Control can be "tricky ways of sympathetically taking the other into consideration as

someone who assesses the environment and might profitably be led to a wrong

assessment" (Goffman 1969:17). Control can be exerted in order to have an actor

reach the outcome desired by those in control of the strategic interaction. Control can

also manifest as the "results from shaping definitions of a situation or determining what

they (other actors) perceive" (Goffman 1959:3-4,67). Control over other actors in an

interaction is paired with Goffman's idea of power, where the potential for one is

improved by the existence of the other. To have power is to have control, and vice

versa, although it does not insure that this relationship will be explicit.

Power, according to Roger's review of Goffman, is the "potential or capacity

comprised of resources.. .to effect behavior" (Rogers 1980:110,104). Power is the

ability to not only control resources, whether it be objects or information, but the

capacity to exert influence, alter behavior, and sanction against deviant behavior

(Goflmnan 1967:222,1969:121). Power is affected by "perceptions, information and

access" as those in power must be recognized as having control over resources and the

ability to affect behavior (Rogers 1980:105). For strategic interactions, perceptions of

who has power and control will affect outcomes sought, and the nature of the

interaction.

Understanding the perceptions of salespeople and customers within the

servicescape can help unlock issues of power, control, and intent within the

servicescape. Inside this space, each actor, the customer and the salesperson, has a
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"self' or identity that communicates both purpose and intent. Strategic interactions

involve power and control, as well as reactions to this phenomenon where actors

attempt to preserve their "face" or "official self' (Goffluian 1955:2 14). The official self

is "not lodged in the body, but rather is something that is diffusively located in the flow

of events of the encounter (Goffman 1955:2 14). In order to preserve face, people will

act to "promote and protect their freedom" and rely on "self determination necessary to

its maintenance" (Gofflitan 1967:). In coping with power and control, actors in

subordinate positions will still seek to preserve their own autonomy in the situation.

I will document manifestations of "preservation of face", as well as perceptions

and experiences of power and control within the servicescape including interactions

between customers and salespeople. Salespeople control access to products and

knowledge, while consumers have the ability to make a purchase or preserve face while

in the servicescape. Notions of power and control are important to better understand the

nature of the interaction between salespeople and consumers within the servicescape.

Summary.
The holistic perspective attempts to not only explore the world of consumers to

describe how their reality emerges in contrast to the stereotype, but also to examine the

media's woridview expressed through advertisements. In addition, salespeople will be

interviewed in order to better understand behavioral expectations in shopping venues.

Salespeople interact with consumers as "ambassadors of the company" (Chaj et

1992:19). They espouse company values, and their role in the shopping experience is

key to understanding the highs and lows of customer experiences.
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3 Methods.

The following is a discussion of methods employed in this thesis. The methods

I have selected encompass a study of customers, their salesperson counterparts, and

related advertising material available. The goal is to present the world of customers

through the eyes of participants in the shopping experience, using their own words and

ideas. Given this task, I collected qualitative data with a careful eye towards

deciphering language and meaning. I used several methods to collect data. I will

discuss interpretative studies of advertising material, as marketers create advertising. I

will present an analysis of a survey data gathered from the general public. This study

grew from a basic idea of demolishing what appeared to be an outdated stereotype. It

has grown into a pursuit to describe the consumer experience tempered with

salespeople's own perspectives. This section will discuss the methods used to collect

data, including interviews, participant observation, and artifact collection. In addition, a

discussion of methods, issues, problems, and explanations will show how my best

intentions had to be modified in the face of research limitations. I will describe

analytical methods at the end of this chapter.

Part icipant&
Participants include a sample of customers and sales people to help describe the

cultural scene in four stores. My original goal was to also obtain information from

marketers, as theirs is the viewpoint espoused in advertising material. I contacted

marketing departments and public relations personnel for two large electronics stores,

including Positive Purchase and Electronics Emporium. No one responded. Given this

limitation, a symbolic discussion of advertising messages will take the place of direct

marketer input.
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I sought to obtain a sample of customer participants who were currently

shopping for a television or had recently shopped for one. Their insight into the

television shopping experience was crucial to this phenomenological study (Bernard

2002:184). The goal was to include an equal number of men and women. Participants

were contacted while they shopped/browsed in television departments. This approach

did not prove fruitful, as many participants agreed to be in the study yet provided faulty

information that hindered further contact, such as fake phone numbers. I used snowball

sampling, a form of nonprobability sampling, to generate participants. Snowball

sampling relies on established participants providing names of other likely informants

(Bernard 2004: 185). This approach yielded a total often participants, five men and

five women varying in ages from mid-twenties to mid-fifties. Participants vary on

levels of education, occupations, residences, and ages. Six live along the 1-5 corridor

between Salem and Eugene, while one currently lives in Boston, one in New York, and

two in Washington State. All participants sought to purchase a television. Each visited

a well-known chain store to make this purchase.

Table #1 Customer Participant Demographics

State of
Gender Pseudonym Age Martial Status Kids Residence Profession

Beth Divorced/Widowed 2 and 3.5 OR Clerical/SalesFemale Late SOs grandkids
Female Peggy 27 Single () NY Math Teacher

Laura Single 0 OR Quality Control
Female 33 Lab Technician

Myra Single 0 WA Administrative
Female 20 Assistant

Female Gladys 67 Divorced/Widowed 1 OR Retired Professor
Broadband Cable

Male Kevin 30s Married 1 OR Box Builder
Special Projects

Male Jack 27 Single 0 MA Engineer
Male Sean 28 Single 0 OR Student
Male Bernard 23 Single 0 WA Interior Designer
Male Frank 36 Single 0 OR Sales
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Salespeople were another participant population, integral to providing insight

into how customers are seen by representatives of the store. Salespeople were chosen

through the nonprobability sampling method of convenience sampling, where

participants are chosen by "whoever will stand still long enough to talk" (Bernard

2002:184). Salespeople were chosen from four major electronics' suppliers along the I-

5 corridor between Salem and Eugene, including Reas, Electronics Emporium, Positive

Purchase, and Beta Solely. My sample of salespeople includes men only. In the stores 1

visited there were only two women salespeople in the television servicescape, and both

declined participation.

1 Table #2 Salespeople Participants

Store Gender Pseudonym Age Position
Beta Solely male Charles 35-40 manager
Reas male Greg 23-27 manager
Positive

Purchase male Elvis 45-50

dept.

manager
male Stewart 19-23 security
male Louis 19-23 trainee
male Daniel 2 3-27 employee

Electronics
Emporium male Roger 35-40 manager

male Lance 35-40 employee

On several occasions store managers and employees asked me to leave the

premises. Possible reasons for this reaction were offered by one salesperson who

claimed that competitors send their employees into competing stores with notebooks to

take down price information. One manager also told me that I could pose as his "little

spy", which I later discovered was a reference to the notion of management quality

control spies who frequent electronics departments. I explained to the salespeople that I

was there for my own research, not as a managerial minion, to help build rapport. I
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offered up my credentials as well as IRB information time and time again, but this tactic

did not help me in all situations.

Interviews
Participants were treated to semi-structured interviews, involving a list of

questions as general reference points but focused on a more free flowing conversation

concerning shopping experiences. For customers, these interviews lasted between

forty-five minutes to an hour, and were conducted via phone. While this was a

requirement for participants living on the East Coast, it became necessary for local

participants as well. They were more than hesitant to have an anthropologist in their

house, and were unwilling to take time out of their schedules for interviews on a face-

to- face level even in coffee shops or other public areas. Phone interviews became the

second best option. My comfort level with phone interviews has been bolstered by my

internship where I used phone interviews for the majority of data gathering. Interviews

covered a range of experience topics, including salespeople, shopping/researching

habits, and advertising reactions. My goal was to collect participant language, which

was accomplished through taking detailed notes, and allowing participants to drive the

interview, without excessive interruptions. I did not record interviews to reduce stress

on participants during the interview process, and because the nature of interviewing

within servicescapes did not allow for recording. I used James Spradley's (1979)

techniques of interviewing, including "descriptive questions to encourage the informant

to talk about the cultural scene" (85). I used a combination of typical grand tour

questions, for "how things usually are"; example questions, or "stories of actual

These are pseudonyms.
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happenings"; and experience questions, for "a-typical events rather than recurrent

themes" (Spradley 1979:87-89). I used techniques of reiteration, probing, and

repetition to reach the meaning behind words, and gain insight into the participant

experience (Bernard 2002:2 11, 213). Examples will follow in the analysis section.

Salespeople were seen as an important source of information about who was

shopping and who was buying. They posses their own emic view of consumer culture

and the cultural scene, which provides a comparative base for considering the emic

customer view within the servicescape. I conducted interviews with salespeople using

unstructured interviewing techniques, mostly because participants would not, in

Bernard's words "tolerate a more formal interview" (2002:206). Interviews lasted for

as long as participants were willing to stand and chat, or in some cases, return to chat

after listening to sales pitches. It was important to not alter the flow of activities as

interviews occurred on the sales floor, which meant not interfering with sales or

shoppers. Interviews were structured towards gaining salesperson experiences,

including their approach to the shoppers, their own views of shopping for televisions,

and how they regarded competitors in their area. I relied on Spradley (1979) descriptive

questions that have been discussed above (85-89). Interviews lasted anywhere from

twenty to forty five minutes, although the latter is the exception not the rule.

Participant Observation.
Participant observation is a hallmark of qualitative research involving: "going out and

staying out, learning a new language, and experiencing the lives of the people you are

studying as much as you can" (Bernard 2002:324).
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For this project, participant observation helped to not only gather information about the

inner workings of the cultural scene but also to help bolster rapport with participants,

both salespeople and customers. Participant observation resulted in the collection of

data concerning the scene itself, artifacts found within the scene, and interactions

between salespeople and customers. I also collected information on the scene itself,

including lighting, sound, and space to better describe this area and what goes on inside

it. Research shows that the "store environment significantly affects sales, product

evaluation, and satisfaction" (Spangenberg, Crowley, and Henderson 1996 :67).

It should be noted that store personnel hampered data collection on a few

occasions, at one specific location, due to a lack of trust regarding the nature of my visit.

My field notes contain an episode where all of the salespeople clustered in a corner

talking and pointing at me. After five minutes, I left in frustration, but I returned to the

same location on other occasions with little or no problem. I targeted observations of

customers in order to understand their behaviors, starting with their entrance into the

scene and ending with their final exit. Their interactions with salespersons were also a

main topic of interest. I observed the amount of time shoppers had to wait before being

approached, and their reactions. I collected data to add to the overall emic view of the

cultural scene, from all participants' perspectives.

Advertisements, Magazines, and Survey&

Advertisements have been described as "images (that) pervade our environment,

bombarding us with snapshots of what we supposedly lack" (Shield 2002:x). It is my

belief that a review of advertisements can help unlock the cultural messages that

marketers are sending out to consumers. Advertising images represent manufacturing
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and retail marketing perspectives. I collected additional data using advertisements,

magazines, and a survey that canvassed shoppers who were not currently buying a

television to help add additional perspectives on the general culture. I selected two

advertisements from a magazine chosen because of its appeal to both men and women,

and because it does not have a technical nature. I felt it was important to look at images

that reach not just technophiles, but aimed for a more general consumer. The magazine

chosen was Cooking Light, and the advertisements were chosen because they showcase

televisions.

I utilized one final tool in search of the culture of television shoppers (see

Appendix E). I conducted a mall intercept survey at two malls along the 1-5 corridor

between Salem and Eugene. Respondents were chosen based on convenience sampling

criteria. I sought to broaden my perspective by speaking with ten shoppers who were

not shopping for a television and discuss themes that were given priority by participants

during interviews. The five men and five women surveyed provide a means for

comparing information found in interviews.

Table #3 Survey Respondents Demographics.

Gender Afe
Marital
Statue

Shopped
for a TV?

M 20s single Y
M 20s single N
M 30s single Y
M 40s married '1
M 50s married Y
F 30s divorced N
F 4Qs married Y
F 40s married Y
F 50s remarried Y
F 60s married Y
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Television Servkescapes

Salespeople do not exist in a vacuum. They are not only members of the micro

culture of the store that they work for, but also they are members of the macro culture of

commercial America. As members of the business community they provide a face and

a voice for the company, an interaction point for customers between the product and the

sale (lacobucci 1998:525). These "ambassadors" espouse the ideas and values of the

company, and become valuable resources for learning their perspectives of consumers

and how these perspectives affect their interactions.

My sample includes employees from Beta Solely, Positive Purchase, Reas, and

Electronics Emporium, as already mentioned. These stores have different atmospheres,

which should be discussed prior to looking at their employees. Positive Purchase,

Electronics Emporium, and Positive Purchase are similarly described by participants as

places that "specialize in electronics and TVs." They are recognized as having "a

selection" of televisions which varies between stores.

For consumers, stores like Electronics Emporium, Positive Purchase, and Beta

Solely are similar in product range, sales staff, company color, and set up. Electronics

Emporium, "a leading specialty retailer of consumer electronics" describes itself as a

store that

puts the customer first, combining product suecialists, who complete extensive
online and in store training programs, with a broad product offering, including
approximately 5,000 top-quality, low priced consumer electronics products.
(Electronics Emporium's) revitalization program reflects the changing needs of
consumer electronics shoppers" (Corporate Profile. Electronics Emporium
website 2004).

2

2 Specific information withheld to maintain confidentiality of store.
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Positive Purchase is "a customer driven, talent powered organization that places

the customer at the center of all it's work." In addition Positive Purchase

offer(s) consumers a broad assortment of consumer cicctror. . .

stores are staffed by knowledgeable employees who help connect
consumers with the products and services that meet their needs."
(Positive Purchase website. 2004)

Beta Solely is not as large and has fewer stores saturating a geographic area, but

also places customer service as the highest of priorities. As one manager explained

We make them feel like the want to be here. We can't compete with
(Positive Purchase and Electronics Emporium). We find a niche, we
offer what they offer and we offer different brands. Most will shop there,
but they'll come look at us.

Reas is store that seeks "to be the preferred and most trusted resource for the

products and services that enhance home and family life (Reas web site 2004). Reas

mission is

To grow our business by providing quality products and services ata
great value when and where our customers want them, and by building
positive, lasting relationships with our customers. We must earn our
customers trust and business everyday... (Reas website 2004).

The three stores are set up in a similar manner with clearly marked departments

that flow from one section to another. Upon walking in the front door, customers come

face- to- face with a security guardlstation. In Positive Purchase the first section past the

security guard is music. The larger television section is located in the back of the store.

Clear signs marked each section. Large television screens on the back wall beckoned to

consumers. Upon entering the television section, customers encounter fiat panels in one

area, and larger box TVs lining the walls. Around the corner are the flat screen and

regular televisions. Electronics Emporium had televisions placed next to the doors; so

Specific information withheld to maintain confidentiality of store.
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that entering customers could see screens clearly to the right. The section progressed

from smaller televisions to larger televisions. In the center was a kiosk filled with flat

panel televisions. This store also had a home theater set-up with couches for viewing

movies playing on large screen television units with DVD players and surround sound

systems. Family movies were always playing on the screens I observed. Typically the

movies were new releases of animated films produced by big film studios. Beta Solely

had televisions lining both wails with other products in the center aisles. In the very

back of the store was a small room with large cushy chairs. This area was set up with

home theater products, such as DVD players and surround sound equipment, also

showing animated movies. In Electronics Emporium and Beta Solely, the majority of

consumers I ob served in the home theater area were under the age of twelve. Parents

would bring their children to this area, settle them in, and then look around the store. In

Electronics Emporium the television viewing area was more visible than in Beta Solely,

but customers took advantage of the electronic babysitter in both stores.

Noise levels were similar in all three stores. It was especially loud in the

viewing sections, with multiple media sources competing for attention. In Electronics

Emporium the noise originated from the stereo section and from the home theater

section, as movies were turned up a little too loud for conversations. In Positive

Purchase, the noise came from the stereo section and television section, each playing

different sound tracks at the same time. In one section I found televisions showing four

different programs, all loud enough to be very distracting. In Beta Solely, a small store,

the noise level is very distracting as space between sections is very limited. Stereos

were the largest source of noise, while muted televisions did not prove to be a problem.

SpeA1ic infonnalion withheld to maintain confidentiality of store.
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The three stores vary in the setup of their aisles. Beta Solely has wider aisles,

ranging from ten to twelve feet next to the large screens on the walls, to eight feet in the

center aisles. In Electronics Emporium the majority of the larger screen televisions in

cabinets and flat panels were placed in an open area where customers had fifteen feet or

more of open carpet space for viewing. This allowed consumers to stand back far

enough to see the whole screen. In Positive Purchase, narrow aisles made viewing

complicated. One aisle was less than five feet wide, too small for a customer to push

his wife's wheelchair through the aisle. Electronics Emporium was the most conducive

to serving consumers who had special needs, providing plenty of room for maneuvering

in open space.

The Reas television department is much smaller than the three stores described

above. I felt lost when I went to Reas for the first time. Clothing departments take up

the first half of the store, with paths leading to lingerie, shoes, house wares, and finally

to the appliances and tools in the back of the store. I finally found the electronics

department in a remote corner of the store after having to ask for directions from an

employee. My confusion could be due to lack of experience with Reas and their normal

set up of departments, but unlike the three stores that specialize in electronics, the path

to the televisions was neither well marked nor easily visible. Aisles were smaller than

in Positive Purchase, and the section was arranged by size of television, so that larger

screens were on the back walls. Flat panels were positioned on the ends of aisles, as

well as in the center of other aisles. What is similar between all four stores is the mixing

of products. Flat panel televisions and larger screens are normally separated from other

televisions. Smaller televisions are separated by size, but not by screen type. In all four
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departments a flat screen television with high definition components and would be

placed next to a television that is three to four hundred dollars cheaper with curved

screen technology. In Reas a flat panel television was placed next to regular screen

technology. Overall, Reas had a very cluttered atmosphere when compared to the neat

aisles and orderliness of Positive Purchase, Electronics Emporium, and Beta Solely.

Reas had the same noise problem endemic to its three larger counterparts. Noise

filtered in not only from the stereo section, but also from other televisions. Noise levels

were not as bad as the three other stores, but were distracting at times. Like Positive

Purchase, Reas did not offer a home theater space in the television department.

In summary, television departments varied in overall size but were similar in

arrangement and focus. Noise was constant, and space varied between large

maneuverable aisles to smaller cramped ones.

Table #4 Servicescapes.

Servicescapes.____________

Fuus on Crowded
Name Electronics Males NoIsy Salespeople Chain? Interior?

Reputation tbr
Electronics: being pushy.
cameras, wide aisles, Oaly three
televisions, with plenty of not as noisy salespeople on warm tan
stereos, dvd room (hr as other the floor at any intenor with

Beta Soley players, Vera. maneuvering, stores, time. Local chain, open feeling.
Electronics,
computers, Lots of room noise from approached and soothing reds

Electronics DVDs, CDs, for competing then left floor, nationwide with plenty of
Emporium Video Games. maneuvering, departments. Hard to fimi chain. light

reputation for blue interior
Electronics, being pushy. with dark
computers, crowded aisles Lots of corners and
DVDs, CDs, with less space noise from salespeople poor lighting
Video Game, for competing hanging around nationwide in

Positive Purchase Appliances. maneuvering. departments. and chatting. chain, departments.
Appliances,
Electronics,
Housewares, salespeople blue colors.
Apparel. approach and dingy
Accessories, crowded aisles then leave atmosphere.
Lawn and with less space noise from quickly. Three nationwide Overly bright
Garden, for competing to four on the department in TV

Reas Automotive, maneuvering. departments. floor, store, department.
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4 Methods of Analysis.

Thematic Analysis.

I analyzed interviews using a thematic analysis, which involves coding all of the

data and forming categories based on similar ideas, values and beliefs (Spradley 1979:

185-189). Bernard (2002) refers to this method as "grounded theory", whereby one

identifies ideas from the data, and links them together as "substantive and formative

theories" (2002:463). 1 coded data based on ideas that are recurrent across interviews

and help to organize information into cultural values, ideas, norms, and beliefs

(Spradley 1979: 185-189). Themes are the output of an in-depth review of data, and the

culmination from coding schema. My interviews contained topical areas including

salespeople, shopping experiences, and emotions. Themes reflect the direct language of

participants, and are supplemented by the addition of taxonomies, or categories of

language that represent how people organize their cultural knowledge and behaviors

(Bernard 2002:500, 504). I asked customers to define different kinds of salespeople,

and used the information to generate a description of salespeople. Salespeople also

have their own definitions of customers, which I also put in taxonomic form.

Taxonomies help to "understand cultural knowledge on its own terms", instead of

having to listen to the researcher focusing on their own perceptions (Bernard 2002:500).

Taxonomies are instrumental in crafting a coherent picture of consumer experience.

I analyzed customers and salespeople separately. I then divided customers by

gender. Age was not a main focus as I did not initially see this as an important variable.

Age emerged as a factor in participant interviews, however.
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Advertising Analysis.
I discuss two advertisements in relation to the issue of stereotypes. I gleaned

meaning through a review of the images, discussed in terms of the values and beliefs

that the images portray. I discuss advertisements with reference to information

discovered from the interviews. Findings from customers shed light on the messages

communicated, and underlying stereotypes that appear in ads contrary to the customer

experience. I discuss images of artifacts collected in stores and their features. I will

use this information to discuss the marketer perspective of the segment of people who

purchase televisions. Descriptive information is valuable when attempting to craft a

holistic perspective that includes not only advertising communication, salesperson

communication, and customer experiences, but also in store images that reinforce

cultural ideology.

Survey.
Survey responses were broken down into general responses, and responses

based on gender. I tabUlated survey responses in order to show the mean response of

participants and analyzed for results (Bernard 2002:529). Survey responses are part of

my research to understand a shopper's point of view of certain television servicescape

experiences and beliefs. Survey respondents visited many of the same stores as

interviewed participants, including Positive Purchase, Reas, Electronics Emporium, and

Beta Solely.

Limitations.
A few limitations have arisen over the course of the research that I will discuss

now. My participant population does not include married women. They would have

added another layer of analysis and insight for this study. Although the participant
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population includes several ages, it does not include "elderly" men, which is an

important category for salespeople. I tried multiple techniques for recruiting

participants, including cash compensation, but all proved futile. My salesperson

population also does not include women for reason described earlier.

Summary.
Over the course of this research I used multiple qualitative measures to probe

into the world of television shoppers, and to describe that world from shoppers' and

salespeople's own perspectives. Findings will provide a picture of the cultural scene,

where consumer experiences and salespeople perspectives interact within the

servicescape.
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5 Findings.

The purpose of this section is to present a multifaceted view of the television

shopping experience, relying on the perceptions and encounters of customers,

salespeople, and marketers. It is my goal to present as much information as possible

from the participant's perspective using their own words, and to deter any of my own

preconceived notions.

Customers.

The Image of a Salesperson.
Customers are quick to describe their mental picture of the typical electronics

salesperson, relying on the impressions that stand out from their shopping experiences.

Customers, when describing a television salesperson, tend to talk about age, dress,

education, mannerisms, and styles of approach. All participants agreed that the typical

salesperson is a young male, ranging in age from the early to mid twenties. Three

participants crafted templates for three typical salespeople.

Peggy, a 27-year-old grammar school math teacher, felt that the norm for a

salesperson was a person who was:

Chillin. not too motivated to make the sale. (They're) always male in a buttoned
down shirt tucked into poiy pants with a warranty in the back pocket. He's
twenty one, hungover, and he doesn't care if he makes the sale.

Peggy's description points to a lack of interest salespeople have in helping customers,

and reflects her experiences in Positive Purchase where she was ignored by the sales

staff Jack's description is also of a Positive Purchase salesperson, who is uninformed

about the products he is selling to consumers. The typical salesperson for Jack, a 27-

year-old engineer, includes :"Dudes with greased up Ross hair. (See the television show

Friends.) There's a machine that makes Positive Purchase salespeople. They are not
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experienced people". Jack adds a bit of advice for Positive Purchase that he feels will

improve the sales experience; "note to Positive Purchase, get some hot chicks". Jack

feels that male customers would be more liable to spend time in Positive Purchase if

they could interact with an attractive sales woman. While this is said tongue in cheek, it

does reflect the overall notion that the majority of salespeople are male, and suggests

that male customers notice.

Sean, a 28-year-old student, remarks on the prototype for a Positive Purchase or

Electronics Emporium salesperson. "They wear a uniform, khaki pants and red polos

and they're more normal than the other. They aren't as sleazy". The sleazy "others" for

Sean can be found at Beta Solely. These salespeople are distinguishable by their "cheap

suit, slicked back hair, lots of cologne, pinkie ring, and altoids."

Beta Solely is different from Positive Purchase and Electronics Emporium in the

way that they dress as well as the atmosphere they communicate to the customer.

Positive Purchase and Electronics Emporium have a distinct employee uniform

that varies by color scheme. The majority of salespeople I observed were in their mid

twenties to early thirties, along with a few older managers. All were dressed in the store

colors, with polo shirts and khaki or dark dress pants, with little or no variation existing

between dress for employees and managers. I interacted with a new trainee who was

dressed in a blue shirt with stripes and a pair of khaki pants. He did not have the

ubiquitous nametag, which was very noticeable. When I returned to the store a few

weeks later, he was dressed in the standard uniform of requisite poio and nanietag. He

had completed his training and sported a narnetag and was now the model of the

standard Positive Purchase employee. Beta Solely also required a standard uniform.
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All employees wore dark slacks, white dress shirts and ties, regardless of gender.

Unlike Positive Purchase and Electronics Emporium the dress code did not include a

polo shirt, as in the other two stores, Beta Solely employees dress was not visibly

different between managers and employees.

Pushy versus He!piul.

Other participants described general characteristics that one would find in the

normal electronics salesperson. Beyond the age, gender, and competency of

salespeople, customers described their interactions with salespeople based on two

distinct categories, "pushy or helpful". Customers believe that pushy salespeople are

roaming the aisles. These two categories help to describe customer perceptions of

salespeople and help to explain consumer reticence when dealing with salespeople.

Pushy and helpful not only defines the demeanor of salespeople, but also the service

that customers receive in stores. I have compiled a list of characteristics used to define

pushy and helpful, and the ways in which actions of salespeople affect the shopping

experiences for customers. (Appendix A) No store ranked higher than any other for

being pushier or more helpful.

One major characteristic distinguishing pushy or helpful àlespeop1e is whether

they work on commission. The majority of participants, regardless of gender, agreed

that salespeople working on commission were pushy, while those who were helpful

were not working on commission. Four out of five men surveyed overall felt very

strongly that pushy salespeople were working on commission and three out of five

women also agreed that pushy salespeople were working on commission. Participants

understand that a commission salesperson has the goal of making the sale that will put
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customer. Bernard, a 23-year-old restaurant designer, describes it as their ability to

"make money off your money." Pushy salespeople create an atmosphere were

customers are on guard, wary of an interaction leading to purchase of products they do

not want, false information, or a service in which they have no interest.

Working on commission drives the pushy salesperson to "pressure" the

customer into making a purchase. Beth, a 50 something office worker, commented that

she did not like to talk to salespeople because she "didn't like to be pressured." Four

out of five men surveyed felt strongly that television salespeople were pushy, while four

out of five women surveyed did not feel that salespeople in television departments were

pushy. Pressuring and pushy also bring certain prototypes of salespeople to mind.

Customers compare pushy salespeople in the electronics department to car salesmen.

What emerges is a step system where pushy electronics salespeople are a step above the

car salespeople, who are the worst of all pushy salespeople. For example, Laura, a 33-

year-old quality control specialist, says that the typical pushy salespeople can be found

selling "cars, then electronics." Kevin, a broadband cable box builder in his thirties,

asserts that "car salesmen will take you", and felt the same way about electronics

salespeople. He was fearfIil of letting his wife interact with those salespeople because

"she's not a haggler, she might get taken." Beth comments that "at least the electronics

salespeople don't take your keys and license" as salespeople do in car lots. She did not

feel as "pressured" in the electronics department, but highlighted the similarity between

the worst pushy salesperson and the next step up, electronics salesperson.
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According to Bernard, the pushy commission salesperson in the electronics

department is actively going to tell consumers "anything to make money." Jack

describes how a salesperson may "bulishit you" to achieve this end. He knows from his

first hand experience at Positive Purchase.

He tried to sell me an eighty dollar surge protector blab blah... 'because clean
power is better'. It's a TV for Chrisesakes. . .we're not talking mission control
here. You don't need it. He assumed he could pull one over on me.

For Jack, the push to sell additional products leads the salesperson to present

information that is not true, or hyped up to make consumers feel that they have to a

product they don't need. Customers refer to this hype as the "scare tactic." Beth talks

about how salespeople "scare you with new technology." During her shopping trips, it

was important to her to learn more about high definition technology.

They told me that my old TV would be obsolete. I might as well throw it away.
They try to trick you. They're selling regular TVs out there, but in two years
they'll be no good? It's hard to believe they'll flip a switch and you can't use
your TV. . . the hype, they've got people scared with it.

Beth was less afraid to purchase something that might be outdated than she was to

purchase something with new technology that she might not need. She perceived pushy

commission salespeople as scaring her instead of providing her with helpful information.

Pushy salespeople attempt to make the sale, and consumers understand that the

information they receive is not truthful. A male survey respondent commented that

salespeople are not helpful because they are "not informed" or are "hard to find."

Kevin also talked about a salesperson who tried to push a different product than the one

he was interested in. Kevin said, "the sales guy was pushing one TV... 1 want a thirty

six inch, he was pushing a different one."
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Peggy had a similar problem when looking for her TV in Positive Purchase.

After Peggy told the salesperson that she had chosen a television and was ready to pay

for it she said, "the salesperson tried to get me to buy a bigger one". She did not

appreciate this pushiness, nor did it alter her original decision.

Salespeople also employ scare tactics to push customers to buy warranties and

other services offered by the store. Gladys, a 67-year-old retired professor, grumbled

about the salesperson that pushed for "product insurance.. . which is such a waste of

consumer money." Other participants agreed that product insurance was a major

pushing point for salespeople. They agreed that a problem with a television set would

be taken up with the company directly instead of the store. Jack explains, "if I had a

problem, I'd call Sharp." Laura agreed that the company, not the store, is responsible

for problems with products not stores.

Electronics Emporium and Positive Purchase are pushy ahout the warranty.
They scare you... 'If this happens you're in big trouble'. If something breaks,
something is wrong with the components. I'd call the company.

While in Electronics Emporium and Positive Purchase I saw pamphlets that

described the service plans offered by the store throughout the department. The

interactions between salespeople and customers that I observed invariably ended with a

presentation of benefits of the store's service plan/warranty. After the salesperson

walked away, Gladys conmiented on the "added expense" that these programs bring to

the purchase. She was not interested in adding any extra expenditure to an already large

purchase, "$6500 for the TV, and then $300 for sound, and $900 for a stand... and

insurance? No."



Another service that is pushed onto consumers is the delivery of the product to

the home. This additional charge can range from zero to fifty dollars depending on the

promotion running at the moment. Gladys remarked that "being delivered will make all

the difference in the world", yet she was alone in regarding delivery as the ultimate

service offered by stores. Other participants felt that it was another area where

salespeople can be pushy. Jack's described his encounter.

I picked.out a TV. The guyasked me how I was gonna get it home. The gu
said it wouldn't fit in my car. He said I had to have it delivered. I said, no, I'm
taking it home today. He said I couldn't do that. I said no, and walked out. I
came back the next day and said I'm gonna take that TV today or I'm going
somewhere else.

Jack felt that the salesperson was telling him he was not capable of setting up or fixing

his television without Positive Purchase supervision.

There is no way the Positive Purchase guy is gonna come to my house and set
up the TV. What am I gonna do have the Positive Purchase guy over every time
to fix the TV? It's the principle of the thing, the guy telling me I have to have it
delivered. What happened to the customer is always right? What, is Positive
Purchase gonna move my TV every time I move?

Pushing the delivery service caused Positive Purchase to lose the sale and in Jack's

mind, caused the salesperson to lose his commission. Pushing a service, whether is a

benefit for consumers or not, can result in a very frustrated customer and the loss of a

sale.

Pushing can also result when a salesperson wants to keep the customer in the

store. Kevin describes his experience. He was looking for a replacement remote, and

when he could not find a salesperson to help him in that department he went to the

television department.

I know Beta Solely works on commission. One guy in there wouldn't let me
leave the store. . . The salesperson came over to sell me the TV. I told him I was
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looking for a remote. He started telling me about this TV. 'If come in and get
this TV I'll throw ma remote for free'. I walked Out.

The salesperson not only pushed a product that Kevin did not want, but also continued

to push the sale as Kevin was leaving. Pushing after the fact pushes the customer out

the door. Kevin added. that the salesperson, "got a little snotty and. guaranteed I

wouldn't find a lower price. I don't care if I have topayfifty dollars someplace else to

get away from him. I'd give my money to Electronics Emporium."

Customers also believe that pushy salespeople at times have an attitude of

knowing what is best for the customer. Customers may not react in a positive manner.

Laura finds that salespeople "treat you like you don't know anything." This is a

common feeling among participants, regardless of gender. Even though men are

stereotypically portrayed as technophiles, they feel as though they are being treated in a

condescending manner. At the same time, they believe that this attitude of superiority

makes salespeople "come across as morons." Jack refers to it as the "you've got

questions we ain't got answers" phenomenon, and he doesn't "trust anything they say."

Customers regard this attitude as disingenuous and as a major factor in pushiness.

Bernard believes that salespeople will "make up answers" in order to make the sale,

while acting as if they are presenting an accurate picture. He and others believe that

pushing for a bigger sale involves giving consumers false information and acting like an

authority. Jack, like others, asks that pushy salespeople "back off-let me make the

decision I want" Pushing and pushy means more than just products, services, and ideas,

but involves the feeling that customers have about salespeople who act in this superior

manner. Customers are wary of the scare tactics and possible push, and that fear is
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manifested as the push salesperson. The result is customers who feel they will

have added difficultly of overcoming pushy salespeople to make the choice they want.

At the other end of the spectrum are "helpftii" salespeople. Four out of five

female survey respondents are more likely to feel that television salespeople are helpflul.

Whereas five out of five male respondents felt that salespeople were not helpflul.

Helpflul salespeople are perceived as not being on commission and not making any

profit from the sale. Kevin describes a helpful salesperson who provides a service for

customers. "They don't make a dime. I guess he doesn't care. He told me to talk to him

or another salesperson." Helpful salespeople will not require customers to specifically

interact with them for additional help or information.

In Laura and Sean's case a helpful salesperson made sure they obtained the best

price on their television.

I told the salesgirl in Electronics Emporium that I had seen it for a certain price
at Wal-Mart, but I didn't have the ad. The same TV, same model number for a
certain price. She said she could.just pull it up on the web, on the Wal-Mart
website. She said this is what you need.

Electronics Emporium offers a price match service where they will match any

competitor's price as long as customers present the advertising material from that store.

Instead of pushing to sell a product that was in the store, the salesperson in this example

was "very helpful." This salesperson did not make Sean and Laura leave the store to

find a flyer, which reinforces her helpful nature. This salesperson not only helped them

find the best deal, but cut out any extra work legwork for the customers. Sean and

Laura purchased their television at Electronics Emporium for the best price, and

Electronics Emporium made a sale that might have gone to Wal-Mart. Being helpful
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own decisions.

Helpfulness may characterize other areas of the shopping experience, such as

the altitude of and atmosphere the salesperson creates. Beth feels that helpful

salespeople diffi.ise the pushy atmosphere insuring that participants "don't feel

pressured by the purchase." The salesperson's ability to give consumers more

information about products helps to reduce the pressure of the shopping experience.

Helpful salespeople are also more knowledgeable and can "answer questions", as Beth

points out. For her, a helpful salesperson is one who knows the products and takes time

to explain them. Kevin sees this as the ability to tell him about the "kind of

stuff. . . hookups running video" pertinent to his purchase. Myra feels that helpful

salespeople will "help narrow down my choices by showing me options.. .and they're

not too pushy about it." Sean described a helpful salesperson who "showed me four

different models and we talked about how I use them, pros and cons and stuff."

Providing product information can help customers make choices suitable for them, as

long as salespeople are not pushy. Part of the helpful persona is the perception of

honesty. Since customers perceive these salespeople as not relying on sales for personal

profit, they also perceive them as being more honest. Myra feels that helpful

salespeople are "more genuine." Peggy feels that the ultimate helpful salesperson is not

only "honest. . . but doesn't say everything is good." Helpful salespeople will offer

informed opinions instead of agreeing with everything that customers say. Customers

believe that helpful salespeople are honest, non commission, purveyors of information

whether concerning price, products, or promotions and are never pushy.
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interacting with Salespeople.

Whether salespeople are pushy or helpful, participants have crafted ways for

avoiding them until theyabso1utely have to interact, When the interaction becomes

necessary, four of five men surveyed do not mind speaking with salespeople, although

they acknow1ede that interactions area "wasteof time". Four out.of five women

surveyed are leery of the interaction, even though they believe that they are helpful. As

described early, participants regardless of their gender tend to avoid salespeople while

in the store. Customers rely on a variety of statements to distance themselves from the

potential of a frustrating and pushy salesperson. Several participantsdiscussed their

means for disarming the "spiel" while still protecting the feelings of salespeople. The

ways in which customers exclude salespeople from their shopping experience are

described below.

Gladys was shopping during our interview in Positive Purchase, which gave me

the chance to see a participant inaction. Several salespeople walked by asking if we

had any questions. Gladys answered, "No thanks, we're fine. We're looking."

Salespeople would smile or nod and walk away. This was acommon sight in stores,

where swirling salespeople continually interrupted browsing customers. Laura tells

salespeople "I just wanna look", which is similar to Beth's "I'm just looking" or

Bernard's "I'm shopping around, or Sean's "I'm just browsing." Customers use this

method regardless of the stores. Salespeople acknowledge the customers, give their

name in most instances, and then leave letting the customers know they can "find me if

you have questions." Customers are left alone to browse only to be interrupted by the

next passing salesperson. For those who do not want to interact, the constant
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they are not interested in: talking with salespeople.

Oncecustomershave looked and need to interact with salespeople, they

sometimes face problems locating sales help. Participants were frustrated when they

tried to find help on the sales floor after the initial approach. Laura, Peggy, Jack, and

Bernard discussed their inability to find a salesperson. Laura said salespeople "aren't

easy to find", and Bernard observed, "there's so many salespeople, and there's so few

when you want to find them." While Bernard does not explain the reason for this

paradox, be understands that it is something he will face when he is ready to speak to a

salesperson. After the fulfilling requirements of the initial approach, salespeople can

ignore customers and deal with other issues ofthe servicescape.

When participants have a specific question that requires a salesperson, they also

have methods for getting the attention of salespeople. Jack found a way to get their

attention and keep his cool. He said,

When I need help, I have to hunt them dov. They leave me alone, so I use my
girlfriend as bait. I don't know why the sales.guy talks toher first. I leave her

alone in an aisle and let her browse. The sales guy swoops in, then I come over
and ask my questions.

Jack combines what he sees as gender issue with his emic knowledge of the

approach rules of salespeople. Jack believes that the salesperson will be more likely to

talk to a woman and especially a browsing woman. Jack's girlfriend baits with her looks.

Salespeople might be approaching women because of their looks, or because they

believe that women are more willing to respond to them. Yet, according to responses

this would be a faulty assumption.
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I experienced this phenomenon as I conducted participant observation. More

often than not, I was approached before other customers, mostly men, in the

servicescapes. I did not observe the salespeople approaching other women moreoften

during my in-store observations. I attribute this partly to my ability to attract

salespeople because I fit the mold of a spy in the servicescape with my notebook and

avid interest in the actions of customers and salespeople as they interacted.

After locating a salesperson, customers apply their methods for disarming the

sales spiel once again. Two participants mentioned lying as a viable method, instead of

giving salespeople a definitive no.

Myra, a 20-year-old administrative assistant said, "I tell them I'll think about it.

I know I won't buy but I'll be all 'thanks I might come back.' I make them feel

better.. .lie if you have to." Myra worries about how the salesperson will feel if she

says no, especially if the salesperson is working on commission and is losing a sale.

She tries to give them hope for a future sale. Lying to a salesperson is acceptable,

especially if it lets consumers distance themselves without having to "hurt their

feelings", which is something that Myra worries about. Sean uses a similar evasive

tactics replacing a firm "no" with a more positive "maybe." It gives him a breather

from salespeople. "Sure I tell them I'll be back or I'll think about it, I lie." Kevin tells

salespeople that he is "gonna get one in a couple of months", which lets him get the

information he needs and end the sales spiel at any time. When he is tired of interacting

with the salesperson he can tell them "I'll think about it", and then walk away. Being

able to end the "spiel" on an up note is important for some customers. Other participants

indicated they just say "no".



Summary.
Participants were not overly chatty about helpful salespeople, whereas they had

much to say about pushy salespeople. Judging from the statements of participants, they

see salespeople as pushy, while helpful salespeople are a welcome break from the norm.

Pushy salespeople try to inflict their own ideas on customers, which pressures them

either to purchase a product they are not interested in or to make the purchase in a store

where they are not comfortable. Helpful salespeople provide customers with the

information they need to make their own decision for a purchase. The customer's

perception of the salesperson in terms of the dichotomy defines not only their behavior

but their overall opinions of the entire shopping experience. Pushy salespeople push

consumers out the door, while helpful salespeople aide consumers in making a decision

and a purchase that makes them happy.



Salespeople.

Customers
I asked salespeople to describe their typical interactions with customers, and to

describe their views of the typical customer. They use distinctions based on age and

gender in their descriptions to predict customer interest and behavior.

Older Customers.
Salespeople divide age into "elderly/older" customers and everyone else. Older

customers, accordingto salespeople, are those over sixty, technophobes who are not

comfortable with newer products on the floor, but maintain interest in familiar products.

Jim, a manager in the television department at Positive Purchase, felt that the-needs of

older clients varied. Jim said, "The older age clientele are used to a console TV.

They're amazed and or afraid of the new technology". Charles, the manager at Beta

Solely, commented that older consumers are not only uninterested in new technology

but will not be interested because they do not want to learn about the products. "The

elderly come in looking for a tube to replace something, not a neW TV, neW technology.

If something is broken they want to fix it. They don't want to go through the learning

curve."

Understanding the interests of customers allows salespeople to tailor their sales

pitch to appropriate products as well as to present infbrmation pertinent to the customer.

Salespeople know that older customers who come in the store are not interested in the

bells and whistles of new technology, but also that they require more attention than

other customers. Stanley, a floor salesperson at Positive Purchase, illustrated this point.

This older man wanted a TV. wanted to know about a TV. I told him, and he
said no it doesn't. He said Sony makes combination TVs, how come we don't
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carry them? I told him that Sony never made a combination TV, we don't have
that. The older are harder to convince, to tell things.

Stanley did not like to talk to older customers because he felt they would require more

of his time, and would question his knowledge of products. Roger, a manager at

Electronics Emporium, also believed that older peoplewere harder to talk to because of

their perceptions of salespeople. He said that "Older people think I'm a car salesman.

They give me the 'no thanks I'm fine." Roger expected that older customers would shut

him down before he even had time to introduce himselfor offer his help.

Some salespeople have tailored methods for meeting the needs of older

customers. Charles, a manager at Beta Solely, changed his sales pitch for older clients.

I like the elderly. . . they've been around to other places, sterile places with stock
people running around. They come in here and we talk to them and make them
feel wanted. We find their hot button.., closed captioning, the shape ofthe
remote. We make them feel like they're wanted here.

Charles thinks that older clients just need to "feel wanted" and that special features of

technology are important to his customers. Charles tells his employees that a positive

experience in Beta Solely can result in not only a sale but possible repeat visits. Reas,

like Beta Solely, does not shy away from interacting with older customers. Greg, an

employee in Reas, commented "Reas get the older customers. It's a big purchase and

they don't want to make it alone." Greg believes that his role is to be with older

customers who are purchasing this "big" item, and regards this task is part of the sales

procedure. While stores like Reas and Beta Solely embrace older customers, Positive

Purchase and Electronics Emporium regard dealing with older customers as not worth

the effort.
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Gender.
Gender is the other major category that salespeople use to decipher and predict

customer actions, needs, and beliefs. The majority of salespeople agree that customers

in the television department are typically men. Stewart, an overzealous security guard

in Positive Purchase, espoused his view of the typical television customer. "WOW. I

bet guys are fun to talk to. They're just whacky about them. We have a commercial

with some guy just wide eyed in front of a TV." Salespeople also believe that men are

looking and want to get information. Daniel, an employee in Positive Purchase, talked

about his observations. "Men get their information from salespeople. They (men) think

they know what they're talking about." He believes that male shoppers seek out

salespeople for information about products, and that men are most interested in "big

screens". Men, as Stanley points out, are "looking for bigger, which is better", and use

their looking and conversations with salespeople to craft an argument for their spouses.

In this vein, Charles finds that men are:

Killing time or looking for something specific to fly it by the wife. They've
seen it on a commercial or at a friend's house. They usually scout then bring the
wife in. You know a 'Honey can I buy one of these'?

According to salespeople, men have to lobby for their purchases with their wives who

are in control of the decision. Lance, an employee at Electronics Emporium, is certain

that "women are buying them. They set up the charge card and put it all together."

Louis, a trainee in Positive Purchase, talked about a male customer who was trying to

"fly" a big screen by his wife. "I know a guy who had to talk to his wife for a big

screen. She said nope. We told her about the rewards zone enrollment and she went

along with it". Salespeople believe that wives and women in general are not interested

in big screen televisions. They believe that women "want the cheapest", while men will
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"go for bigger," and that wives will need to be convinced or tempted with additional

products.

While in Positive Purchase I watched the interaction between a married couple

and Jim, the floor manager. Jim gave them information about a plasma television, its

features, price, and quirks. After he left, the couple stood for a bit longer discussing the

technology and price. The wife left to look in another department while her husband

remained behind in front of the plasma screen. Jim came back to the husband, and they

talked about delivery charges and cable needs. A few minutes later his wife returned

and tried to join in the conversation. At one point she asked Jim where the VCRs were

located, and he totally ignored her. Finally, in what I assumed was in pursuit of a VCR,

she left the scene and her husband followed. I spoke with Jim about the interaction and

he commented, "that couple who was here, she complained that it was more than a car

(the cost for a plasma). I don't know any cars that are that cheap, unless it's used." Jim

bristled at the idea that the television was too expensive, and suggested that he was

frustrated with the wife's reaction. The price tag was close to seven thousand dollars.

Although Jim was right in his estimation that new cars are more expensive, the

television still carried a high price that was a deterrent to the husband as well. However,

this incident reinforced Jim's belief that wives want the cheapest television and make

the final decision about the purchase.

Salespeople acknowledge that women are sometimes present in the television

servicescape without a husband. Though they rarely see women in the department, and

when they do they understand that they are "buying for their husbands."
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Unlike men, salespeople believe that women are not in the department just to

browse. Lance was the first to bring this point to my attention. He explained that "guys

look at them, women buy them". Salespeople believe that women in the store are not

here to look but are ready to purchase. Daniel explains, "Women come in and know

what they want. They take the time to do the research. I have sisters, I know this".

Women are not in stores to get information from salespeople, but to buy a television.

According to Stanley, women get their information from other sources, like "Consumer

reports", and unlike their male counterparts, they are uninterested in getting information

from salespeople. Roger, a manager in Electronics Emporium, not only agrees with this

assessment, but adds a few caveats. "Younger women don't want to be helped. They

think we're flirting with them. They just walk away. Women think they're

knowledgeable. The more she thinks she's pretty the more she doesn't want help."

Salespeople understand that women do not want or need help, and that interacting with

women is not worth their effort.

The above examples show that salespeople have very distinct pictures of

customers that color the ways in which they interact. What lies beneath their statements

are the frustrations in dealing with older people and women. These frustrations are

similar among all of the male salespeople with whom I spoke. Interactions between

salespeople and customers are fraught with misperceptions, as helpful salespeople

attempt to interact with customers who are not receptive to their aide.

Approaching the Customer.
1 asked salespeople to describe their experiences with customers, starting with

the first contact to the end of the sale. I wanted to identify the standard procedures in
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each store for interacting with customers. Positive Purchase, Electronics Emporium.

and Beta Solely each prescribe a set of maneuvers to make contact and interact with

customers, based on their belief that customers want intelligent service help. Several

basic techniques include defining the role of the information provider, discovering the

best television for the customer, and not overstaying their welcome with customers.

Helpfiul salespeople make the most of their interactions not only to insure a sale but also

to keep the customer happy. Beta Solely relies on the "HUG" method that "makes them

feel wanted." According to Charles, hugging a customer involves the following:

Find out their requirements, room, brand, size, most important features, price
limitations. Show them what the competition has versus Beta Solely. Show the
TV on multiple signals. Many places just show the TV on one good signal. We
show people what they can get at home on the signal they have. Give the
customer information. They can come and get it here or go someplace else, but
they will come back here next time.

Hugging a customer allows salespeople to establish the parameters of the customer's

search, including important features of the technology and price range. The Beta Solely

salesperson shows the television operating on different signals which allows customers

to see what a television looks like on a satellite feed versus a regular cable feed, and this

gives them an idea of how the television will look in their home. Charles mentioned that

"those other stores" only show the best signals on their televisions, which can give

customers the wrong impression about the products they are purchasing. Beta Solely

believes that by hugging customers, they provide them with the information they need

to make a decision, and this will lead them to buy from the store again. Helping

customers results not only in the potential for a purchase today, but also in additional

purchases in the future.
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Positive Purchase is dedicated to being a "Buddy". Being a Positive Purchase

Buddy involves a four-step procedure for interacting with customers. Louis explained:

I tell them I'm not on commission, then I introduce myself I ask if they have
any questions or if it's ok to ask them a few questions. Then I show them
features. I get to know them, what do they use the TV for. . . lifestyle questions.
I try to figure out what the best TV is for them.

Being a Positive Purchase Buddy means talking with customers and establishing that

their Buddy has the information they need to help them make a purchase. The Buddy is

not interested in discussing what can be found at competing stores. Louis explained

that he never tries to show people more expensive televisions or televisions in which

they would have no interest. Yet in the same breath he said "If you're going all out why

not make it a 'wow buy"? Make everything in the living room nice?" For example, if

customers are interested in purchasing a large screen TV, Louis explains other products

and features that can be purchased to make the TV a "wow buy". He regards this

additional information as helping customers find the best television for their needs.

Electronics Emporium uses a method similar to Positive Purchase and Beta

Solely, but does not have a fancy name for it, at least as described by participants.

Roger shows he is very aware of how customers are reacting to his presence.

I approach, and say you know 'Ma'am I don't work for commission, so ask me
anything. I decide if they're friendly or not. I introduce myself or ask if they
have any questions. Then I talk to them about features and prices and help them
find their TV.

Roger keeps an eye on response of customers to insure that he tailors his approach to

accommodate those who are friendly and those who do not want to speak to him. If

customers are "not friendly" he says a quick "hello", leaves his name, and lets people

know they can talk to anyone in the department. If they are "friendly", which 1 interpret
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to mean wanting to speak and interact with salespeople, he asks if they have questions

and begins the process of "finding their TV". Unlike the Positive Purchase Buddy,

Roger does not approach all customers in the same way, giving some the wide berth

they need to make their purchase decision.

Roger interacted with Kevin and Beth, who were among my customer

participants, and both were very positive about this interaction. They mentioned

Roger's name multiple times during interviews as example of a helpful salesperson.

His ability to judge the customer's interest gave him an advantage.

Strategies for interacting with customers are a combination of company

procedures passed down through training manuals and the personality of the salesperson.

Experiences with customers help salespeople combine methods that are espoused by the

company with methods that fit their own personality and expectations. The salespeople

I interviewed all see themselves as assistants and partners in the search for a television

that meets the needs and goals of their customers.

The Competition.
Competition is stiff between stores, to the extent that stores use various means

to spy on their competition. Roger explained that salespeople working for a competitor,

Beta Solely, dress in Street clothes and visit other stores to write down prices and floor

plans. I apparently fit this description with my notebook and causal clothes. Roger felt

that my appearance explained the negative reaction I received in Electronics Emporium

on my first visit. He went on to explain that a phone call from Electronics Emporium to

Beta Solely never goes through. He said "they have caller ID over there. If we call

over there, they just hang up." All of the electronics stores I visited forbid bringing a
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camera onto the premises to photograph products. All of these stores use spy

techniques themselves.

Like customers, salespeople rely on one fundamental distinction in judging each

other, whether or not they are working on commission. They believe that salespeople in

one or more other stores work on commission and are motivated only to make money.

However, the salespeople I spoke with in all four stores explained that they do not work

on commission, and will not receive a percentage of the sale. They claimed to be

interested only in helping customers. They have the same misperceptions held by

customers concerning commission, yet opinions of each other are adversarial, creating

an opportunity for disappointing interactions.

Employees at Electronics Emporium think that Beta Solely will "do anything

to keep them [customers] in the store", and make a sale that will put money into their

pockets. Louis, who works for Positive Purchase, remarked that salespeople at

Electronics Emporium only work for the sale. "If he's talking to the guy, it's because he

wants the sale". Salespeople quickly point out that their competition is another

"commission" store where their counterparts will not be as helpful. Though they never

used the word "pushy," this meaning is implied in their statements. In Eugene,

Electronics Emporium directly competes with Beta Solely, and with the nearest Positive

Purchase in Salem. It will be interesting to see how the competition changes in this area

when the Positive Purchase building is completed in Eugene.
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Table #5 Stores on Commission According to Salespeople.

Salespeople
Store they on

Salesperson work for commission?
Electronics

Positive Emporium
Stanley Purchase and Fries

Positive
Purchase and

Beta Electronics
Charles Solely Emporium

Positive Electronics
Louis Purchase Emporium

Electronics
Roger Emporium Beta Solely

Positive Electronics
Daniel Purchase Emporium

Summary.
Salespeople believe that women and elderly customers will require more work,

while younger male clients will not only look for their assistance as part of their

shopping experience. Male customers are easier to talk to because they are perceived as

being interested in products. Salespeople are not taught to alter their approach behavior

based on gender and age, but have adapted strategies that allow them to keep

interactions with unfriendly customers to a minimum. Salespeople rely on their

assumptions of customer behavior in order to craft their responses to customers, all the

while attempting to be the helpful and informative buddy that customers will want to

interact with unlike their pushy competition. Salespeople see their own roles as positive,

and point out that their competition is pushy and assume they work on commission.



Discussion of Advertisements.

Marketing Gender
Advertising material speaks for manufacturing and retail marketers who are not

among participants in this research. Advertising, as it has been previously discussed,

helps to communicate to the public impressions and images connected with products as

well as information that might be useful to consumers. This discussion examines

advertising material to decipher exactly what marketers are trying to communicate, and

how this compares to the perceptions that salespeople have ofcustomers,

The Wife.
The first advertisement under scrutiny is for the Sony twenty-one inch LCD

Wega. (see Figure 1) The tag line describes:

Figure 1. Sony Advertisement for Kitchen Television.



Hungry for entertainment? The breathtakingly slim Sony 21" LCD WEGA TV
lets you put the actions anywhere and everywhere you want it. . . absolutely
stunning picture quality.. .high fidelity experience that will satisfy anyone's
appetite for entertainment. Yes, even yours.
THIS IS NOT WHAT YOUR WIFE HAD IN MThTD.

A man, well dressed, sits with his back to the camera, a soda in one hand, a comfortable

chair perched next to a counter top where he rests his feet. Kitchen objects surround,

including top of the line stainless steel kitchen products. The television sits on the

counter, with a football game playing on the screen as the man watches intently.

The tag line informs us that the man is married. His wife/spouse wanted a

television in the kitchen, which is not an unusual occurrence. Although watching in the

kitchen does not account for most television viewing, televisions are often located in

this room (Greeson 2003:2, 4). Positive Purchase suggests, "Install a model that can

swivel down and around for viewing while you're cooking or once dinner is served."

(see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Positive Purchase Advertisement for Kitchen Television.

Having a television in the kitchen, according to Sony's advertisement is the wife's

idea. The question arises as to what "your wife" had in mind. One would assume that

having the television in this space was her idea, but the kind and size of television was



her husband's idea. Or, the issue might be viewing and usage. The husband sneaks into

the kitchen to watch the better television for sports, when the original plan was for the

"wife" to watch television in the kitchen while cooking. One key is the tagline which

reads, "Let's you put the action anywhere you want it." Space can be redefined to suit

the entertainment. The ad chastises at the same time it subtly supports the action of

subverting "your wife." While this might not be what the man's wife had in mind, it

suggests that this is a television he would prefer. The screen is big and is perfect to

create an entertainment space for men. The "wife" is not present in this picture, nor is

any sense of her use of the television indicated beyond the obvious suggestion made by

the context of the space as a kitchen. Overall, the ad communicates the masculine

image of the product, and its ability to alter women's spaces for men's uses by

involving stereotypical ideas of men and sports.

Gender Stereotypes of Television Viewing.
The male/sporting event scene is common in marketing material. The front

cover of the Positive Purchase promotional material displays a picture of two

twenty/thirty something men on a couch watching an extremely large flat panel

television. On the screen is a very large football. This exact image repeats itself three

times throughout the advertisement, with various quips discussing the "HDTV

revolution" (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Positive Purchase HDTV Revolution.

These male centered images are typical of Positive Purchase. Positive Purchase,

Electronics Emporium, Beta Solely, and Reas all offered promotional deals for free

delivery "Before the Big Game." Big games include the Super Bowl, Thanksgiving

Day games, and the College Basketball Final Four. I observed no signs for promotional

deals not involving sports, and none of the sports promotions were specifically for

women.

Positive Purchase showed smaller screens placed in the women's smaller spaces,

shown as bathrooms and kitchens. (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Television in Bathroom.
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These smaller televisions do not compare to the sixty inch behemoths favored by sports

fanatics. Televisions shown in family spaces, such as family rooms or living rooms, are

in the fifty- seven-inch range, with a man present in the space. (see Figure 5)

Figure 5. Television in Family Space.

These comparisons reinforce the image of the male preference- "bigger is better."

Overtly stereotypical presentations reveal that women do not gravitate towards larger

screens, nor are they depicted as interested in sports activities that draw men's attention.

Gender and Fantasy.
Advertising helps to create an atmosphere that promises that a product can be

used to transform the mundane into the fantastic. Television delivers the fantasy

allowing viewers the chance to go anywhere and be anyone all from the comfort and

safety of their home. Advertising for televisions transports consumers into a myriad of

places and spaces. Viewers can use their television to help create any image they want

to project of themselves. Signs in Positive Purchase show viewers interacting with the

television, as it transforms them and projects them into the television image. In two



cases men are imitating the images on the screen by throwing footballs while wearing

the same jerseys as the team shown on the television. (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Positive Purchase's "Sports Fanatics"

In another scene, women sit around a television dressed up in party wear with colorful

beverages, while the screen shows a similar scene. (see Figure 7)

Figure 7. Positive Purchase's "That's Entertainment".

A viewer can be in the game, or the trendy New York bar, merely by clicking a button.

Television becomes a tool for escaping into another world. Gender is significant for

advertisers as they seek to effectively market such fantasies. Men are sports stars while



women are socialites involved in the metropolitan scene. (Images harken to the popular

show "sex in the city" of single women well dressed and social.)

In Reas, I saw an advertisement on a smaller television for a fifty-plus-inch

Phillips flat panel plasma television. In the commercial, a crowd of twenty something

males surround the television. One young man approaches the screen, as a beautiful

woman magically beckons him forward. He moves closer while she smiles at him.

Finally, he smacks his head on the screen, and is knocked unconscious. His friends

laugh, and Phillips chimes in, "You've got to admit it's getting better." An

advertisement in Positive Purchase shows a short man standing in front of a wall of

plasma televisions watching a nature show about bees. Another taller man approaches

and stares raptly at the image. The shorter man begins to expound on the technology

and how it delivers a clear picture. The taller man reaches Out to touch the screen, only

to have his band slapped away. The salesperson, in this case also male, steps up and

changes the channel to a sporting event remarking "oh yea wait till you see this." The

taller man is suddenly surrounded by the giant basketball players and keels over in a

dead faint. The larger television projects the smaller man into scientific world, while

the taller man realizes his fantasy of being part a game with real life players. Fantasies

are provided for both genders, but with different roles for both men and women.

A Sharp Aquous print advertisement shows two scenes.(see Figure 8).
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provocative:.

Figure 8. Sharp Aquos Advertisement.

The top is of a woman, well dressed with blond hair, her eyes averted to something off

camera. The second is of a man looking back through a television screen over his

shoulder, presumably at the woman. The headline says "Be Provocative.., be sharp."

The woman is provocative not only because she is beautiful, but also because she has

the new flat panel television. This television, with high resolution and in colorful pixel

quality brings the man into clear focus so that he materializes in her living room. With

her flat panel television, the woman is capable of realizing the dream of catching the

eye of an attractive man. New technology promises to be the doorway through which

people can fantasize and blur the lines of reality.

Lack of women shoppers.
I did not see any advertisements that showed a woman shopping by herself. 1 also did

not see any advertisements of women shopping with their families. Images of
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televisions and women viewers showed interactions based around social events, but

never with the television to the point of passing out. The advertisements show men

hovering in television departments, looking and drooling over the possibilities of new

technology. Women are not present, as consumers, unless accompanying their spouse.

Summary.

Each of these examples helps to highlight the product but also the consumer.

Consumers watch and react based on their ability to see themselves in an advertisement

using that product, and the fantasy helps to translate the experience to the customer.

Men take the brunt of advertisers' humor, as they appear overwhelmed by the advent of

this new technology, leading to swooning or disassociation with reality. Women are

drawn in too but not by sports or pretty girls. A handsome stranger or the promise of a

night on the town will entice the female viewer. Women are never shown as being so

excited that they lose consciousness over a television picture. According to advertisers,

women would not be bowled over by new technology. The appeal of an enlarged

televised game is as compelling as the siren song of pretty girls who appear in perfect

clarity and color on the flat panel screen. Advertisers craft a fantasy for both genders,

showing them the promise of how a product can transform their lives.



6 Discussion.

Stereotypes are an important force behind interactions in the servicescape, as

well as the messages of marketers. As these woridviews are assessed trends/themes

emerge that reveal a gap in understanding between salespeople and consumers, and

between marketing and customers.

Strategic Interactions in the Servicescape.
Participants, as it has been noted, define salespeople as pushy or helpful based

on key aspects of their behavior. Salespeople categorize customers based on their age

and gender to predict their actions and product preferences. The two woridviews may

clash, leading to frustration and the failure of both parties to meet their objectives. To

better understand these interactions within this servicescape, I will rely on Erving

Goffman's understanding and explanation of social interactions and power.

Part of the problem is the nature of the interaction itself. For most customers the

difference between a routine shopping excursion and a frustrating one is the salesperson.

Customers want information and to make a purchase, yet expect salespeople to be

harassing and dishonest. When a pushy salesperson oversteps his bounds and pushes

too hard, it results in a frustrated customer, a negative shopping experience and the

customer leaving the store. Pushy encounters take the interaction from a normal

encounter to Goffman's notion of "strategic interaction" discussed earlier. Strategic

interactions involve issues of control.

Control in the servicescape is based on manipulating the stereotypes and

perceptions that drive salespeople and customers during a television-shopping episode.

Salespeople rely on perceptions of customers that determine the ways in which they



should behave to achieve a sense of power and control over the encounter. Pushy

salespeople automatically put customers on the defensive, relying on their cultural emic

knowledge and experiences to help them navigate the encounter. Consumers struggle to

maintain their autonomy and sense of control as decision makers. They do not trust the

intentions of the pushy salespeople, and try to work around them to the best of their

ability. Customers are wary of the "bulishit" or "scare tactics" designed to intimidate

them and force them into buying something they do not need. Salespeople, meanwhile,

strive to be a buddy and help the customer make a sale and find the "best TV for them."

Customers are interested in making their own individual choices while being wary of

pushy salespersons. Salespeople, like those in Beta Solely, try to interact with

customers with the hope that they will "come back here next time". They want to be

part of the experience and have a relationship with the customer as a buddy or helper,

hoping to overcome customer resistance. Most customers are not interested in forming

relationships with salespeople because they do not believe that helpthl salespeople are

the norm.

Salespeople have control over access to information concerning products and

new technologies, as well as store promotions. Customers do no rely solely on

salespeople to learn about products, in order to retain some control over their decision.

Once again the struggle ensues between salespeople who feel they are present in the

shopping experience to empower customers with information, and customer who see

salespeople as barriers to making purchase decisions. Customers feel thwarted by the

salesperson's assertion of control, feeling that a salesperson is out to "take them", rather

than to help them select the product that is best for them.
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Salespeople are more likely to be involved in strategic encounters when dealing

with men in general and married women, as they attempt to avoid older people and

younger single women. Avoidance allows salespeople to control the interaction and

steer clear of potential power struggles that are assumed to be part of encounters with

elderly customers. Salespeople are wary ofyoung women who they believe see their

interactions as a chance to flirt, and will easily dismiss them. In this way sexuality may

play a role in encounters between salespeople and young women. Salespeople also are

wary of dealing with wives. However, married women in the survey did not believe that

salespeople were pushy in the television servicescape. More research is required to

understand the nature of their perceptions and expectations,

The interaction between men and salespeople can be best explained by Otnes

and McGrath's theory that men "shop to win" which I discussed in the literature section

(2001:124). Winning in this case means taking control ofa purchase and an interaction

with a salesperson. The power struggle ensues as both attempt to take control of the

situation, intent on winning on their own terms. For example Kevin struggled with a

salesperson who pressured him to purchase a television, when Kevin merely wanted to

buy a remote for his existing television. Jack tried to purchase a television only to be

met by a pushy salesperson who would not let him take his selection home and insisted

on delivering it later. Otnes and McGrath noted in the literature that men have the

desire to beat the marketplace, and salespeople who can help them achieve this goal

also may be labeled as helpful. Pushy salespeople will try to question the male

customer's ability to make their own decisions and will in turn question their

dominance in the shopping situation. Men try to control and dominate the interaction,
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by sending salespeople away until they are prepared to deal with them and then testing

their knowledge during the interaction. In this way, male customers demonstrate their

own dominance and insure they make their own choices.

Goffman (1957) warns that

Conjoint involvement appears to be a fragile thing, with standard point of
weakness and decay. . . a precarious unsteady state that is likely at any time to
lead the individual into some form of alienation.

Alienation is experienced by both customers and salespeople during their encounters

with other parties they perceive to be more powerful. Perceptions of intention govern

in- store encounters, and increase the potential for alienation and the need for

preservation of face for both salespeople and customers. Contrasting perceptions are at

the heart of these complicated encounters, and make both parties feel like they will not

be able to act effectively. Altering these perceptions and behaviors that result from

them could not only improve the potential for ending alienation, but also the ability or

each party in the encounter to reach their common goal of successfully concluding a

joint sale/purchase.

Gender Stereotypes at Work

Televisions are classified in the literature as boys' toys where women are both

uninterested and absent. My sample shows that at least some women are interested in

purchasing televisions, for various reasons not limited to gift giving or purchasing for a

spouse. For example, Gladys and Beth were interested in purchasing a new television

they called "high technology", including high definition and a plasma screen. Peggy

was an exception as she felt she did not have enough time or information to make the

right purchase. Peggy did not "like TVs", and wanted to spend her money on other
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products. The four other women participants were interested in buying televisions and

learning more about them. They made shopping trips to gather more information about

televisions and to see them in the servicescape. Three of them were not shopping on

behalf of men, but were looking for their own personal television. Women were not

aware that they were shopping for a "man's product", only that they needed or wanted

to buy a new television. Women did not overtly say that they have developed their

strategies as a form of resistance to salespeople or stereotypes. Additional research

could illuminate this point. In my research I found that both men and women are

shopping for televisions, although advertising and the literature suggests that women are

not shopping for televisions. Since women are not interacting with salespeople, it

contributes to their seeming invisible presence in departments.

As was discussed earlier, beliefs of salespeople fall in line with the cultural

stereotypes. Salespeople believe that women are not looking for products and are not

shopping for televisions, unless they need a gift for a spouse. Men are seen as being the

technophiles in the family, while women are busy shopping for other items. My

research does not support this misconception.

Retail and manufacturing marketers also believe that women are interested in

high technology televisions. Advertising messages use stereotypes in the form of

gender fantasies to characterize television usage based on gender. Women are enticed

with stereotypical images of getting her man and enjoying a night on the town, while

men are shown as sporting jocks. High technology becomes another tool in a woman's

arsenal to find and capture a man. Paco Underbill's recommendation that technology

should be sold based on "usage and color" instead of as a scientific tool is unfounded in
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my research. My participants, regardless of gender, were interested in new technology

and how these changes and upgrades would improve viewing. As Beth discussed in the

findings, she tried to find someone who could explain technology to her so that she

could avoid being duped by the "scare tactics" employed by marketers and salespeople.

Her goal was to understand the components and they ways in which they would affect

the usage as well as the television itself. Underhill is too quick to dismiss women's

interest and ability to understand technology, and his observations fall short of

understanding the experiences of customers within the servicescapes. The literature

relies on outdated perceptions of the customer to help explain customer interest in

products. Salespeople rely on outdated perceptions of the customer in action to define

gender differences, while manufacturing and retail marketers use outdated stereotypes

concerning usage to communicate with their target segment.

Women as Independent Shoppers.
A major theme in the literature was the dual nature of women. Women were

either regarded as the single and not present in the servicescape or as "the wife" or Dave

Barry's (2004) "negative Nelly" (1). The wife was a popular theme among salespeople,

who thought they knew that men would have to overcome their wives in order to

purchase their product of choice. My research showed that salespeople were unhappy

with the prospects of dealing with the wife who stood in the way of the purchase.

Like salespeople, retail and manufacturing marketers also employ stereotypes

of the "wife" to separate the idea of what a husband would buy versus what the spouse

would be interested in. The wife is also a joke between men, a nod to the struggles that

men have to go through to get the product they want. Marketers and salespeople use
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this image and idea to reinforce the stereotype ofmen versus women in the television

department, crafting a safe stereotypical space for men.

Customers in my sample were single and made decisions for themselves about

what product they would purchase. Kevin was the only married participant who feared

shopping with his wife or "her". Marriage does create a different arrangement for

household economies, giving rights to resources of the couple. I did have participants

who were in serious relationships and were not afraid to shop either with their

significant others or alone. In the instances where unmarried couples were shopping

together, each partner was involved in the shopping process. They deferred the

purchase decision to the person who was "paying". Neither couple offered any ideas

about future purchases, or how shopping might be after a marriage ceremony. My in-

store observations revealed that men and women were shopping together and talking

together, in more of the joint decision maker model. I did not observe any power

struggles between male customers and their wives, although these could have been

conducted away from prying eyes in the servicescape. The only scene that began to

appear as a struggle between a wife and husband occurred as I was observing Jim deal

with customers in Positive Purchase. The couple wanted more information and did not

like the price of the product. The wife wanted to look at VCRs; Jim ignored her in

favor of dealing with her husband, and then griped about her comments concerning the

price. Jim could have interpreted this incident as another example of "the wife" in the

TV servicescape. Wives in my survey shopped for televisions, andwere interested in

"big and new technology". Their husbands did not think their wives were hindering

their purchases.
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Hunters and Gatherers in the Television Servicescape.
Research described in the literature section showed that men and women switch

shopping behavior depending on the gender orientation/stereotype of the servicescape.

Men like to browse in areas where men's products can be found, which was evident

among participants. Women were present, but were regarded as quick hit and run artists

who wanted to go into a servicescape, purchase their product and then leave with their

kill. Underhill (1999) linked this behavior to the nature of the products and

servicescapes, explaining that women were not interested in browsing among male

products. He suggested that women "just learn what they need to know to use the damn

thing" while men "daydream over a new Zip drive" (Underhill 1999:126). From an

emic perspective, this is not the case for all shoppers. I observed three women browsing

and making multiple trips to learn more about televisions prior to purchase. These three

women wandered into the servicescape while shopping for other products, and made

special trips to learn more about televisions. My research shows that women shoppers'

lack of enthusiasm stems from an unwillingness to deal with salespeople, regardless if

they are married, single, currently shopping or describing past purchases. While men

are in a battle for supremacy seeking to win, women are left dealing with salespeople

who are as hesitant to deal with them as they are to deal with the salespeople. The

specter of pushy salespeople was enough to cause women to enter the department with

information in hand, making interactions with salespeople infrequent. Women browse

in an alternative manner, including salespeople in the shopping experience at the very

last moment. When Underhill suggests that stores should hire more knowledgeable

sales clerks to improve women's shopping experience in the male servicescape he
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overlooks the problem. Women and men believe that salespeople are pushy, and deal

with them accordingly. New salespeople who fall under the customer category of

"pushy" will not be of any advantage to customers or salespeople. Salespeople will need

to alter their behavior as well as their perceptions of customers in order to begin to alter

the tone of interactions. Changing the attitudes and altering the perceptions that

customers have of salespeople will do more for the cause than adding more aggressive

salespeople. More importantly, salespeople need to alter their behavior in order to

distance themselves from the pushy stereotype. Underhill misses out on the emic

perspective that helps to explain how women and men see themselves and others in this

servicescape and highlights what their experiences, values, and beliefs concerning

shopping.

Research concerning men shoppers in women's servicescapes links men's desire

to win to their ability to survive outside of their own comfort zone. Meanwhile, women

manage to keep their autonomy within the world of men's products by establishing their

independence early on and avoiding as much contact with salespeople as possible to

insure they purchase the products they seek. Without understanding the emic

perspective, one cannot begin to understand how women can be better served and

presented to salespeople and marketers alike.

Summary.
Retail and manufacturing marketers, salespeople, researchers, and consumers all

face risks by relying on stereotypes and outdated perceptions of actors within the

television servicescape. Salespeople who continue to misinterpret their customers risk

reinforcing their pushy persona and hindering their ability to provide information and
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insight to customers. Customers with a defensive posture toward salespeople can miss

out on valuable information about products and services. As Roger Chen (1994) found

in his research, marketing can allow consumers to "Just Do It" and participate in areas

that were once closed to them. Marketers in turn can miss out on a possible niche of

shoppers if they continue to perpetuate the stereotypes of women. Researchers, who

overlook women's ability to act like browsers, and focus solelyon men's behavior, miss

out on understanding how to better serve this niche. By understanding the needs of

consumers as well as their emic perspectives, marketers can craft more appropriate

messages to show how the product can be part of their lives. The need for a better

understanding of customers and the role salespeople is crucial to the improvement of

the shopping experience.
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7 Conclusion.
In my research, I tried to elicit an emic perspective from multiple participants to

create a holistic perspective of the television servicescape, and the values and beliefs

found therein. Based on my findings, I can honestly say that gender stereotypes and

negative salespersons' perceptions of women and men are thriving. These perceptions

hinder customers' and salespeople's ability to act effectively, and can result in the

continuation of negative feelings and alienation. Advertising, when not focusing on

men, continues to define women's roles in masculine servicescapes in terms of

browsing, without exploring the variations in the browsing behavior. In another sphere,

advertising is using stereotypical perceptions in marketing messages to target outdated

gender values. By adhering to stereotypes, advertisers alienate potential clients and

miss out on energizing a potential target market with a campaign that supports and

stimulates a niche to "just buy it". By questioning the ideas of so called "toys for

boys" and products that are categorized by gender, marketers and salespeople can begin

to understand how these products are used and desired by both genders. Stereotypes are

not only problematic for consumers who are misrepresented but also for marketers, who

can miss out on potential clients.

In the television servicescape customer and salespeople vie for power and

control during the shopping experience. Each party warily sizes up the other, relying on

their perceptions and past experiences to make sense of the intent that lies behind action.

Salespeople see themselves as the 'buddy' while customers prepare for the pushy

salesperson. Customers expect the worst; with faint hopes for encountering a helpful

salesperson will not be pushy. Goffrnan warned that intent was the key that altered a

regular interaction into a defensive strategic one, where each party is on guard against
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the other. Once they have sized up the other and decided upon intent, customers and

salespeople employ a set of approach and avoidance maneuvers to maximize or

minimize their interaction time. Salespeople and customers want to win, while working

at cross purposes. Stereotypical perceptions keep customers from being empowered

during the shopping experience, and keep salespeople from meeting the company goal

of being helpfiul additions in the servicescape. Each party dances around the other in a

choreographed attempt to make the sale and purchase, all while maintaining a sense of

autonomy and power.

My customer participants were more concerned with the nature of salespeople

than they were with their portrayal in the media. Men and women stilt shop for

televisions, even if they are not the typical customer found in commercials. For

customers, the hardest part of the shopping experience walks the aisles with a penchant

for pushiness. Customers reinforce ideas of individualistic Americans as they attempt

to avoid potentially pushy salespeople. Ethnographic interviews of salespeople and

customers opened the door to a world of strategic interactions, approach and avoidance

tactics, and misperceptions about intent and behavior. This insight is crucial because it

can be used to make culturally appropriate changes that will meet the needs of

customers who will hopefully benefit from any and all changes in the servicescape.

Changing demographics and changing lives can open the door for a multitude

of new customer opportunities, and by supporting these opportunities marketers and

salespeople can make the shopping experience more enjoyable. For customers, this not

only means a better shopping experience, but also the opportunity to better understand

how these products can become part of their lives. I believe that is of the utmost
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importance to see the customer world through their own eyes, with their words, feelings,

beliefs, and values helping to describe their experiences. Without the emic perspective,

one can only make guesses in the dark as to how customers and salespeople think and

feel about their world. In an ever changing world, ethnographic techniques will offer

many opportunities to improve the customer experience and open new opportunities for

salespeople and marketers. Customers will have the resources they need to make the

choices that are best for them, and marketers and salespeople will have the information

and resources to help better inform customers and the products that are best for them.

Men and women will be encouraged to browse and wander, without the need to kill and

retreat. Helpful salespeople and appropriate marketing will be the wave of the future,

and gender stereotypes and pushy salespeople will be a thing of the past or at least

relegated to the used car lot.

Application.
I will present my findings to the stores I visited, and discuss the information

with them. My hope is that these findings will inform the ways in which managers

view the servicescape and the consumers found therein. While this is a lofty goal, it

stands nonetheless. Through application of ethnographic data real change can take

place. It is my hope that this will begin to change perceptions of pushy salespeople as

well as perceptions of genders to improve the shopping experience so that customers

and salespeople can interact more effectively.

Suggestions for Future Research

I make the following suggestions for future research.
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1. Future research should address changing patterns of demographics regarding

marriage and family to see how this has affected consumer roles and purchases.

2. Wives need to be interviewed in future research, especially their reactions to

issues within the servicescape. One major question that has arisen is why wives

and husbands see salespeople as helpful and yet women wish to avoid them in

the servicescape. Gaining an understanding from the participant's perspective is

crucial in understanding the greater issues at hand.

3. I suggest interviewing marketers directly so that their voice could be used

instead of printed advertisements. In addition I would interview female

salespeople to analyze gender differences in the way they interact with

customers.

4. I suggest that future research should include interviews with "older

customers". Are older people interested in new products or older technology?

How do they perceive salespeople and the shopping experience?

5. Additional research should identify a large random sample of shoppers to find

out what percentage of shoppers for televisions are women, and test the results

of my on site observations and interviews.

6. I suggest doing additional research into the possibility that female salespeople

in male servicescapes would alter customer perceptions that salespeople are

pushy. Stereotypes also might cause customers not to take female salespeople

seriously.
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7. I suggest returning to Electronics Emporium in Eugene after the Positive

Purchase has been constructed to find out if the new store alters perceptions of

competition and changes store strategies in the servicescape.

Recommendations for How Salespeople Deal with Customers.

1. Inform customers that salespeople do not work on commission.

. Television advertisements that highlight this point would help to inform

the public. Information could also be placed in weekly flyers and ads that

appear in the weekend papers.

I suggest that stores use contrasting examples of pushy and helpful

salespeople to communicate their new appreciation of customers.

2. Alter approach behavior to reflect ideas of "helpful" from a consumer's

point of view.

Discuss elements of being pushy with salespeople, including issues of

power and control.

Eliminate the potential for alienation by eliminating the perception of

pushy salespeople.

3. Tailor new marketing communications for women.

Introduce messages to reach a possible female niche that actively shops

without a spouse or male companion.

Remove demeaning and outdated ideas of the wife from marketing

material.

4. Eliminate noise distractions between media within the servicescape and

crowded space, as were found during my observations.
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5. I suggest that findings from this thesis be presented to participating

servicescapes.
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Appendix A Pushy Helpful Taxonomy

1. On Commission.
-Make money off your money.
-Pressure you.
-Get taken.
-Anything to make money.
- Wouldn't let me leave the store.
-Bulishit you.

2. Scare Tactics.
- Scare tactics.
-Scare you with new technology.
-If this happens you're in big trouble.
-Trick you.

3. Ways of Pushing
-I want one TV he was pushing a different one.
-Tried to get me to buy a bigger one.
-Push product insurance which is a waste of money.
-He said I had to have it delivered.

4. Pushy Attitude
-Got a little snotty and guaranteed I wouldn't find a lower price.
-Treat you like you don't know anything.
-You've got questions we ain't got answers.
-Make up answers.
-(salespeopleCorne across as morons.

Helpful.

1. Not on commission.
-Don't make a dime.
-Guess he don't care.

2. Ways of Being Helpful.
-Said she could pull it up on the web.
-Don't feel pressured.
-Told me to talk to him or another salesperson.
-Answer questions.
-Honest, doesn't say everything is good.
-Genuine.
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Appendix B-Survey Responses

Gender
TV salespeople are
helpful.

TV salespeople
are pushy

Pushy salespeople work
on commission.

I like to interact with salespe
when shopping for a TV.

M 3 6 6 6
M 2 5 6 5

M no answer no answer no answer 6

M 1 6 6 6
M 3 6 6 4

F 4 2 5 1

F 4 2 5 2
F 5 2 noanswer 3

F 6 2 2 2
F 2 5 5 1

Responses are based on a scale of 1 to 6, 1 being "I strongly disagree with this
statement", and 6 being "I strongly agree with this statement".
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Appendix C- In Store Observations

Date Store # Shopper by Gender # of Salespeople
11/27 PP M=1O 3M

F=6

Reas M=3 3M
F= 0

BS M=2 2M
F=2 iF

1/24 PP M=2 3M
F= 5

EE M=6 3M
F=8

3/4 PP M=3 2M
F=0

EE M=1 2M
F=2

3/31 Reas M4 IM
F=0

PP M=10 3M
F=6

4/3 Reas M=2 SM
F=1 iF

PP M=4 4M
F =7

EE M=4 4M
F=3 iF

4/17 Reas M2 3M
F=2 iF

EE M=8 2M
F=4

Total: 107 M: 61 F: 46 Total: 44 M: 40 F: 4
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Appendix D: Product Comparison Sheet from Beta Solely Used in Approach Technique

PRODUCT COMPARISON WORKSHEET

PREPARED FOR:

ADDRESS: ________________ CTY_________
PHONED _________________

a}CnnT\.Bra

bVeir. distance t new TV -
) Source of TV igna to new TV

DCable EJ Mtanna

UJHD Cable Nb Mtenne

g) Fl

SELECTING YOUR NEW TV:

- Sreen.Siz&._" .SzellrniQnstonaw
feet ee back) He1ght.__.. WIdth.._.! DepTh .__2'

f MDtrnportant features cf new tV
SateWte -

ND Satellite e)Prlce hrnfttlon c new T $__________
rnmce terms deaked; ___________________

VIDEO ONLY COMPETITOWS
RECOMMENDATION RECOMMENDATION

WODEL
PRIOF FEA1'JRES PCE

l't

DVDiVCfi

AtilO

I RJRNI'TURE

SPECIAL REMARKS

RECOMMENDATION PREPARED BY

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED
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Appendix E-Survey Template

TV Shopping Survey-Conducted in Malls or Stores Carrying TVs

I. Twill ask you a series of questions concerning different aspects of your
shopping experience with televisions. I promise this will be completely painless, and
will not take up too much of your time. Please feel free to ask me any questions at
anytime, and answer all questions to the best of your ability because. Thanks! Let's get
started.

This study is very interested in learning about YOU and shopping for YOUR television.
1. Have you ever shopped for a TV? (IF NO, PLEASE END SURVEY)
2. Have you ever purchased a TV for yourself?
3. Have you ever purchased a TV for others?

II. Salespeople. Let's go back to when you were shopping for your TV. When you
were shopping for your TV did you find that

1. TV salespeople are helpfiul. 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 TV salespeople are pushy. 1 2 3 4 5 6

3. I think salespeople who work on commission are pushy. 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. I liked interacting with salespeople when shopping for a TV. 1 2 3 4 5 6

3. I could find plenty of information to help me find and buy my TV. 1 2 3 4 5 6

5. I am comfortable shopping for a TV. 1 2 3 4 5 6

6. I truly enjoyed shopping for my TV. 1 2 3 4 5 6

8. Women shop for TVs as much as men do. 1 2 3 4 56
9. I would change about shopping for my TV.
10. Comments about TV shopping?



Appendix F: Interview Template

Initial Interview Questions-Consumers

1. Let's talk about your shopping experience for your TV. Try to remember as
much as you can, starting from the first time you thought about getting a new
TV.

a. Did you collect information/research/investigate? What did you use (do not
prompt but listen for internet, flyers/circulars/ads, magazines, friends, etc)

2. Were there any high points or low points in your shopping?
3. How did you feel when you were shopping?
a. To clarify if needed: Did you get the help you needed in stores? Find

information
in other sources?

b. How do salespeople fit into your experience in stores? Describe your
experiences. What is a typical interaction like with a salesperson?

c. Did you find the information you were looking for?
d. Was shopping for a TV fun?
e. How could your experience have been better?
5. What's the best shopping experience you've ever had? The worst?

Initial Interview Questions-Salespeople

1. Let's talk about a normal customer, and how you approach them. What is your
normal routine for talking with a customer? (Please try to get example of store
approach)

2. What is a normal shopping experience like for a customer?
3. Tell me about some experiences you have had with customers.
4. Who do you think your store is trying to reach?
5. How is your store set up to improve the shopping experience for customers? (IE

lighting, smell, noise level, customer service, TV placement-do not prompt
unless needed..)

6. If you were a customer, what would you ask a salesperson?
7. How do you think stores or advertisers can improve TV marketing?

Interview Questions-Marketers
1. Who is your TV shopper?
2. What demographic are you trying to reach?
3. How do you craft your message to reach that market?
4. How is your message used by consumers?
5. What is the typical shopping experience for a consumer?
6. Do you think the shopping experience could be improved, yes or no? How?
7. What is your normal shopping experience like? What steps do you take to reach
the goal of buying a TV?




